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SYOOPSIS 

'lbe intention of this investigation is to investigate the various forms of 
~ 

water wave reflection to a hiidi deCree of 8CDll"BCY. Close ranae 

photograaaetry is the technique that is used to measure the Miter surface 

profile, as it produces an accurate and comprehensive analysis of the water 

surface profiles. 

Conventional photograometry techniques (photograpiy) were used in preference 

to near real time photogranmetry (digital) • Al though near real time 

photogrammetry has the advantage of a far hiaher rate of data acquisition, 

it does not achieve the same degree of aocuraoy as can be achieved by 

conventional photograaaetry, the technique finally used for thia 

investigation. 

For the generation of the desired wave patterns, certain equipment. was 

developed and modified.. To test the various angles of incidence a moveable 

reflecting wall was built. Due to the mmll size of the leve basin, an 

efficient wave absorber was required to absorb the reflected wave acenerated 

when oblique wave reflection was investigated. It was observed that a very 

poor quality wave was being generated by the wave acenerator, as a result of 

its flexibility. Consequently the wave generator was stiffened. oonsiderabl7 

which improved the wave generated. 

Interesting information was obtained frcm the analysis of the standinl& Nave. 

A coefficient of reflection of 1,6 at the reflecti.JC wall was obtained, this 

places new E!lllJimsis on the relationship between the stanr:ii.IC wave and 

overtoppi.te. 'lbe oblique wave reflection resu1 ts corresponded well wi tb 

theoretical predictions, while no well defined trends were eatablisbed for 

the mach wave. '1be data for the macb wave did bONeVer suaest that 

previously established treiids for the mob wave ~ not be 001rect. 

Close range photogranmetry produced accurate results, and is an excellent 

method for water surface profile 1111!8S\ll'e1Det. 'lbe results obtained shoned 

that -the wave generator was not generatile a pure wave, 'Whioh lead to 

unknown errors in the results of spot beiacbts. Conventimal ~ 

is a slow process, so not enough data was acquired to adeqm.tely analyae the 
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reflection· trends. This suggests that iii order for the trends · to be well' · . . . . . . . - . . 

established, near real time photogranmetry shoul,d be used once these systems 
~ .... · 

have deve~oped sufficient accuracy~ 
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1. INTOODUCTION 

/In this investigation close range Jiiotogranmetry is used to 

investigate three cases of water wave reflection, 

i) standing wa~ reflection. 

ii) clapotis gaufre· or oblique reflection. 

iii) Mach wave reflection. 

Close range pbotograumetry is used to investigate the water wave 

patterns as it is an ideal technique for measuring water surface 

· profiles. Close range Jiiotogranmet.ry offers important advantages 

over conventional wave. profile measurements, forthe following 

reasons:-

i) an almost infinite BIDO\a'lt of aocurate infol'IBtion is 

available. 

1.1 

ii) it does not disturb nor interfere with the water surface in 

any way. 

iii) a permanent record of the water surface is available, should 

any feature warrant further investigation, without f\ll"ther 

testing. 

Before any experimental work was performed, it wa11 neoessary to 

establish whether conventional close range Jiiotograaaet.ry 

(JiiotograJiiy) or near real time Jiiotogranmet.ry (digital) should be 

used. 'lhe use of near real time Jiiotograamet.ry would have resulted 

in far more data being acquired than could be obtained us:illli 

conventional Jiiotogramnetry. It was finally established that it 

would not be possible to implement near real time ~try with 

sufficient accuracy, so conventional Jiiot.OllI"Wt.ry was used for this 

investigation. 

Close range Jiiotogranmet.ry has the potential to describe a water 

surface far more canprehensively than any other measuring technique. 

As a result various reflection scenarios were investigated with the 

aim of verifying present knowledge of wave reflection, and possibly 

to identify new Jiienomena. Mach wave reflection has not been 



extensively investigated., and it is possible that an accurate, 

comprehensive description of the various Mach wave scenarios Will 

reveal presently unknown phenanena. 

1.2 

To establish images of the desired wave reflection pattern it was 

necessary to identify and aoocmoodate the Jiiysical limitations of the 

equipnent used. 1be major limitation in this investigation was the 

small size of the wave basin. Consequently the reflected, waves were 

soon reflected. from the sides of the waves basin and this disturbed 

the desired wave pattern. Special modifications to the experimental 

procedure and equi:pnent were required, 8DIOICSt these was the design 

of a suitably efficient wave absorber. 

Great care was taken With both the wave reflection generatina 

equipnent and the photogranmetry reauirements, to optimise all 

factors affecting the aocuracy of the results. It is hoped that this 

investigation will lead to a valuable contribution to the existina 

knowledge of water wave reflection. 



2.1 

2. ~ICAL 'ImtUWB 

2.1 Theoey of J)hoto!tnU!!!!fttrx 

Remote sensinlt is the science of identifying or measuring an object, 

potentially very accurately, without physically touching that object. 

The two applicable branches of remote sensing that can be identified 

are:-

i) metric photogranmetry, which involves the precise measurement 

and calculation of points which then describe a particular 

object. 

ii) photograp:iic interpretation, which involves anal)'Bis of 

remotely sensed objects, and is used for the recognition and 

identification of features. 

In this investigation, metric photogragmetry is of particular 

interest, with special consideration given to close range 

photograometry. Close range Pt<>togranmetry is generally cmsidered 

to be the measurement of an object in the range of 300 • dawn to 

fractions of a millimetre (Atkinson, 1980). Any object can be 

measured using close range photogranmetry, as long as it ia possible 

to obtain images of the area of interest. 

Close range photograometry derives the object space three diwmaional 

coordinates of a body frcn the images of the body. '!be image 

coordinates of the object are measured frcn two or more negatives 

using a canparat.or. The three dimensional coordinates of the object 

are then calculated f ran the image coordinates usinll ~trio 

algorithms. 

Close range photograometry has distinct advantages over OOIM!lltional 

measurement techniques (Atkinson, 1980) :-

i) the object is not touched during measm-ement. 

ii) data capture (acquisition) is rapid. 

iii) the photographs st.ore both semantic ·and metric· data ·with very" 

high density. 



2.2 

iv) the }ilotograJiw are doctaents related to the time when they 
were taken and they can be used as legal evidence. 

v) not only rigid and fixed objects but also defoI111&tion and 

mdvement can be measures. 

iv) time dependent parameters such as velocity, acceleration and 

frequency can be determine. 

vii) evaluation of the metric }ilotograPis can be done at any time 

in the office and repetition and amendment are always 

possible •. 

viii) JitotograJiiy and evaluation are flexible and can easily be 

optimised to the project requirements as, for example, in 

accuracy. 

ix) the invisible part of the spectrum can be used for creating 

images. 

x) complicated shapes and movements are easily measm"ed. 

xi) stereoscopy is the basis for continuous oontourinli of 

irregular objects. 

xii) analytical methods provide a means of integration with 

succeeding calculations and data handling. 

2.1.1 fiMic reguirmnrt;e 

'lhe use of }ilotograJiiy in pwtogrmmetry entails the projection of a 

three dimensional bod7 onto a plane. It is required that the lens 

must not sijprlficantly distort the rays (i.e. there lllJSt be straight 

lines fran the object points through the perspective centre to the 

corresponding points on the plane) • As the image is recorded on 

Jitotogra}ilic emulsion, the emulsion must lie in a plane. 

To simulate these conditions, the interior orientations of the camera 

to be used must be evaluated. 'lhe interior orientations of a camera 

are the relative position of the principal point (x,y coordinates) 

and the size of the principal distance (see Section 2.1.2.1). 

Factors affecting the interior orientations of the camera are :-

i) lens distortion. 



ii) film flatness. 

iii) film stretch. 

To accotmt for for these factors mathE111Btical models are used to 

correct the image coordinates distorted by these phen<ml()na. 

2.3 

Two types of cameras are availavle, non-metric cameras and metric 

cameras. Non-metric cameras have unknown and tmatable interior 

orientations, the film is not well supported, and their lenses lead 

to significant distortion. Metric cameras are superior to non-metric 

·cameras as they have fixed and constant interior orientations, and 

their lenses prcxiuce little distortion. A far higher degree of 

accuracy is obtainable from metric cameras than fraa non-metric 

cameras. For this investigation two metric ca11eras were be used for 

the close range Jiiotogramoetry. 

A stereo comparator is used to measure the image coordinates of the 

object on two stereoscopic negatives, which are then used in the 

calculation for the projective transfol'llBtions, or similar 

mathematical model. The calculation of the object space coordinates 

assunes that the object points, the principal point and the 

corresponding image points are collinear. Knowing the camera 

positions the coordinates of the object points can then be 

calculated. 

Two possible possible situations can exist for the cameras to obtain 

a stereo pair:-

i) firstly where the positions and attitudes of the cameras are 

knowil to a high degree.of accuracy. 

ii) secondly where the positions of the cameras are not available, 

for which a nllllber of points of known position must be known 

in object space such t.hat the relative positions of the 

cameras can be determined. For this purpose a network of 

control points (points of known position) is nol'llBl.ly used. 



2.4 

It is the second situation that is used in this investigation, so an 

accurately known control point network was established for this 

purpose. 

2. 1. 2 'lbe No!'l!ftl motpgnugm:iitric case 
'lhe Noraal case in piotognuetry is simple but would very seldan be 

used. However it serves to explain the basic concept of 

Jiiotogranmetry. 

2.1.2.1 'lhe inryre 

Fig 2.1 'l'be image created an a negative 

In fig 2.1 the following can be defined 

i) "S" the perspective centre of the camera, the point throu.1111 

which all rs.ya pass. 

ii) "P" the principal point is the point where the optioal axis of 

the lens intersects the plane of the negative. 

iii) "f" the focal length ( in piot.ogrmmetry knoNn as the 

principal distance ) is the distance frca the perspective 

centre to the principal point. 



2.5 

2.1.2.2 The stereo pair 

Fig 2.2 The stereopair 

A 

- - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - --

Fig. 2. 2 shows the two imges orientated in real space. Bach i.-e 

has a perspective centre 81 and s2 respectively separated by a 

horizontal base width B. Bach imaee has its own coordinate systea 

(x1, y 1 , z1 ) and (,, y 2, z2) with their origins at 81 and s 2 
respectively. For this ideal case, the Normal case, the two illaalea 

are considered. to be coplanar, and the x axes collinear. Relative to 

point A, the origins of the two imaees ( 81 , 82 ) have the 

coordinates (XAl' YAl' ZAl) and (ZA2, YA2, ZA2) respeCtively. 'lbe 
images points (a1) and (a2) have the coordinates (xal' Yal' za1> ~ 
( xa2, y a2, · za2) respectively. As the x axes are collinear the xz 

plane can be viewed indepelldently as in fig.2.3. 



Fig. 2.3 Parallax of a pair of negatives 

. . I : h 
I . 

________ l_ ------

'lbe two plates are coplanar so 

· ZAl = ZA2 = Z 

z81 = za2 = f 
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z 

qc>nstruct a line parallel to the line (S2 ; (xa2' f)) fraa s1 to 

• (xa2' f). By similar triangles 

(x81 - xa2)/f = (XAl - XA2) I (Z - h) 

But (XAl - XA2) = B 

So (x81 - xa2) _= Bf/(Z - h). 

'lbe term (x81 - xa2) is known as the linear parallax (P) 

thus P = Bf (H - h) · 

'!bus by the use of the difference in linear parallax the heieht of 

A is 

h = H - Bf /P 
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'Ibis height "h" is called a onde height, as it is only an 
,"-':. . 

approximation. 'lhe above parallax equations are l».sed on the 

assunption that 

i) the cameras are truly vertical and have no tilt. 

ii) the x axes are collinear and the planes are situated at the 

same level. 

iii) all rays pass through the perspective centre. 

'Ibis is a very special case, which seldaa 000\U"S in practice. 

2.1.3 1be genera! solution 

'lhe general solution requires 

i) a knowledge of the interior orientation elements of the 

piotograpiic negatives. 

ii) a 11&then&tical model of any lens distortion. 

iii) precise knowledge of the orientations and poai tions of the 

cameras, or control p:>ints on or SU1TOlDlinl the object. 

'lhe images are analysed on a stereo oomparator to obtain t.he imge 

coordinates. 'Ibis info:nation may be used to accurately obtain the 

z coordinates of p:>ints on the object usina one of the four basic 

general solutions:-

i) relative/absolute orientation. 

ii) direct linear transfo:nmtion (DLT). 

iii) bundle solution 

iv) 11 parameter solution 

I 

'lhe solution used for all the calculations in this dc>ot mt is the 

modified 11 parameter solution (Adami 1978). 

2.2 Near real time d!otqcramnetrx 
Due to the relatively recent advancements _. in OClllpUter and aensor 

technoloay, and the related decline in costs, a ~ic 

system based totally on electronic devices is now posaible. '1bese 
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new systems have the capability to capture images and auto.ltically 

meBS\ll'e the i.oa.re coordinates, creating what is called Near Real Ti.JE 

Alotogranmetry (NRTP) • 

Conventional Jiiotogrametry is an extn.el7 powerful. tool, but it 

does have the following drawbacks:-
1) the results of the Pio~ are not ira iliately available, 

as time is needed for developnent (of ~tives) and analysis. 

2) specialised and expensive equipaent is required, aa well aa 

the trained personnel to operate the equii-sit. 

3) if any errors occm- dm-ing Pio~ and deYelCJlmeftt they 

will not be inaediately identified. 

'lhe use of NRTP would solve these ·prob1.- Vf!lrT suooeaafull7 while 

simul taneous1y creating further advant.a.iee. UaU. OClllW!lltional 

Ji>.otogrametry it could eaail7 take·24 hours before tbe finillbed 

product of a oantour 11BJ> is obtained of the object p.ot.qrnqDecl. It 

took 'lhinki.JC Machines Corporation, Massachusetta witb it.a 18 000 to 

64 000 prooessors world.re in parallel just two seocmda to transfo:m · 

the stereoscopic ~es fraa two televisi.cn cameraa into a detailed 

contour DBP (Gruen, 1989). Such equipert ia obvioua1y _not 
affordable by research insti tuticns but dmonstratee the future -

potential of real time ~ (R'W) 

vast quantities of detailed info:rmation. 

'!he equipaent required for conventional :Pio~ ia extn.el7 
expensive and specialised. 'lhia oan be ompared to the 1'Rft> 87Btem 

" " developed by Prof Ruther (Ruther t. Park7n1 1988) at the tidversiey of 
Cape Town. '!his systea uses equii-ent which ia .-i1y available 

(even in South Africa) and ooats 6 to lOX of OCIM!l'ltiallal 
piotogramnetry equipaent. '!his equiiment is easi1y operated by a 

person unskilled in the techniques of pio~. 

In conventional ~try DllEl'OUS errors can ocom- in the 

Ji>.otoo-aJiiic process. 'lhese errors m11' onl.7 be diaooYered hours 

later with valuable information beire peiwmentl.7 lost. With a NR'ft> 
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systea it would be possible to tell within 15 minutes the <palit7 of 

data. 'lbe speed of the system would also significantl7 increase the 

speed of data acquisition, with a similar saving in lllBl'lpONer.; 

It appears that if NRTP could be implemented in an experimental 

situation it would be far superior to conventional Jiiotograametry. 

Consequentl7 NRTP was investi.i&ted. to see whether it was viable to 

use NRTP instead of the conventional JiiotoJiraPUc techniques. 

JB)toqanmetric BNsineerimc am Tphw1;rie1 di gi t•l Qwtra 

SYBtap 

try (NRTP) a)"8tem that bas 

" been developed by Prof Ruther at the thiversity of Cape ToNn. 

Initial NRTP systems have operated usile expensive, powerful 

canputers, either DBinfrmEB or nrl.nis. Fboenica has been dellillnl!d aa 

a low cost system; the hardware used bas been speoiall.7 selected to 

ensure that the qua.lit7 or 8COUl'f:llC1' of the system would not be 

significantl7 impaired when OClllplred with more expeneive sysU-. 

2.3.1 :Aioenics' Hardware 
'lbe hardware Pboenics presentl7 operates on is :-

i) a personal ccmputer (IHI Personal ~2 Model 30). 

ii) a pe.rallel procesaor. 

iii) two video fra11e o-abbers (MA'l'RlX PIP 512/PIP 1024 beards). 

iv) two a:D cameras (SiSBIS-ok 211). 

v) two external llCDitors (Phillipe ROB •cni:tora at 8833). 

'lbe two stereoscopic i-.es are obtained frcm the a:D ~•eras (<Jl&l'lle 

Q,upled Device) • 'lhese i.maales, Miioh are in anliotlUB fora, are sent 

to the video fl'BIE o-abbers, which have an analc:cue to c:Hai tal 

converter. '1be anal<>t&Ue signal is then processed int.o ciUit.al fona 

am stored in the video frame o-abbers buffer (eit.her on t.be PIP512 

or PIP1024 card). 
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2.3.2 'Ihresholding 

When the frame grabber digitises the analogue signal it receives from 

the cm camera, it aives each pixel a gre7 value between,o to 255, 

0 beile black and 255 being white (or vice versa) • When the imge 

is thresholded for a particular gre7 value of 118.7 100, a bi.nar7 i.mage 

is formed. In this binar)r inmge all pixels with~ values less 

than 100 becaae black and all other pixels beoane white. '1be object 

of thresholding is to ensure that the onl7 black inBaes left are 

those of the points whose positions you wish to determine. 

2.3.3 Jlhoenics software 

Software has been written for Phoenios for the identification of 

points occurring in both hBges, and obtaininlr their respeoti ve x:r 
coordinates in both imges. 'lhe identification of ·points in the 

inmges can be done using one of two available etboda, nmael.7 .. 
i) point mode (Ruther, Parlcyn 1988) • 

.. 
ii) Grid mode (Ruther 89) • 

Before either of these aethods can be med the Daaies need to be 

thresholded. Point mode requires user interaction for the 

determination of correspondina points while o-id mode ia esaentiall.7 

autamtio. '!be aoourac., of the system is good. Control points 

imaged at 1,7 a frcm the e&a!ras produced standard deviationa of 

±0,4 DID in X and 7 and ±.(>,8 DB in z. 

2 • 3. 4 Proposed i "Plm@"'tn.ticm of ffioenj.cs for !DD reflegtion nmJnis • 

'1be implementation of NRl'P to obtain experimental data on MiD 

refleotim requires special consideration. '1he exper1-ital 

application varies oonsiderabl.7 frcm the applicationa Pboenioa bas 

been considered for up to now. New oondi tions now exist 

i) it is now required that illlages of a ~o surface be 

obtained. 

ii) al though :Aioenioa is a portable aiatea it is not pnlCtioal to 

move such sensitive equii-ent between the experiillental site 

and the :Pio~ lab on a 1"el&Ular basis. Hence 
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alternatives are required that allow Rioenics to be used some 

distance from the experi.IEfltal site. 

Two alternative implementations of Phoenics have been identified:-

i) a system be arranaed that allows the signal to JBS8 from the 

cameras to Fhoenix, separated by a couple of hundred metres, 

instantaneously. 

ii) ' a method be used where the images of the waves be stored at 

the experimental site, then transpJI1:ed and downloaded onto 

Fhoenics. 

In· both these implementations certain criteria amt be met:-
i) the two stereoscopic ilmges aust be obtained siall.taneoualy so 

synchronised cameras are required. 

ii) a sequence of i.mages is required ao that extreme events, which 

only occur for a short period of ti.IE, can be recorded. 

iii) the facility DB.1St then exist to select fra1 the recorded 

images which are to be analysed. 

iv) in order for meaningful wave intonation to be obtained 

accurate results are required, so the resolution of the ~ 

must be optimised. 

v) the dynamic event bei.JC recorded should not m>ve siedficantly 

dur~ the time it takes a CXD camera to obtain an i-ae. 

2.3.5 Alte:rnative Solutions 

Within the criteria that have been establiahed three possible 

solutions can be identified (fU 2.4) 

i) the connection of synchronised c 

distance of 200. by coaxial cable with an &111Plifier to 

increase the s1-naJ.. 

ii) imlges fl'Olll two synchronised oamel'IUI are joined b,y a aixer to 

fo1111 one image (i.e. the ri.Pt half of the left i-.re and the 

left half of the riJlht imae. are added). 1be aixwf i-ae ia 

then recorded on a video recorder. 'lbe ·video tape is then 

played with the video recorder cauw;ted to the frame buffer. 
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'lhe signal fran the video recorder is the same as that fl"Olll a 

CXID camera. 

iii) the images fran the two synchrarl.sed cameras are recorded on 

separate video recorders. '1he video recorders are then 

played as input for Aloenics, bit the input of i.meares amt in 

sane way be synohrcinised so that matching stereoscopic inmges 

are obtained. 

2.3.5.1 Transoortation of the siJmal. over a distance 

Option (i) requires the i.Dmges to be transported over a lo.re distance 

(200 m) by coaxial cable. Due to the distance an mipiifier is 

required. to boost the s1-nal. '!be signal fran the C£D 08D!r& is 

analogue, so distortions are likely to ooour durinal &llpl.ification. 

It is also anticipated that the i.ma.ICes will pick up further 

distortions as the cable passes other electrical circuits, even 

though co-axial cable is being used. '1he standard deviatian at the Z 

coordinate is not expected to be better than ! 5 to 6 -· 

For optioo (ii) three 11&ppi.ngs of the original hBge obtained fna 

the ron 08IEJ:'a occur before Phoenics obtains the iJmlle. As a result 

two major problems are envisaged:-

i) distortions of the s1-nal. 

ii) a loss in aocuracy, as a result of a loss in the effective 

nt.lllber of pixels. 

iii) a reduotion in illai&e siv.e. 

'lhe OOD caa!l'&B observe with 500 x 468 pixels ( 500 · acroaa and 468 

down) , hit after mixing the single half imge of the t.otal. ~e is 

represented by 250 x 468 pixels. A VHS video recorder only reoorda 

240 x 280 pixels. So 500 x 468 pixels are mapped to 240 x 280 

pixels, halving the aoouracy to which the imlae coordinates can be 

determined. A further loss in resolution occurs frca the video 

recorder to the frame grabber. 'l1le ~ or frame on a video tape 
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is stored in two filem, each file containing alternate lines of the 

frmne. When viewi.nal the video tape in slow motion, or viewing a 

still image only one of the two files can be sent to the frame 

o-abber. Resolution now decreases further to 240 x 140 pixels 

DBpped to 516 x 516 pixels on the frame grabber. 'Ibis process again 

halves the accuracy of the image coordinate in the vertical plane, 

reducing the accuracy to a quarter of what it was. 

It is unknown how these DBppings actually occur electronically, as 

this information is not freely available. 'Ibis could lead to 

miquantifiable distortions which may be ori tical. Further 

distortions could also oocur if the video tape stretches tdri.cn would 

affect the analogue signal the frame buffers receive. 'lhi.s process, 

ape.rt fraa radicall.7 reducing the aocuracy, also·halvea the single 

image, reducing the effective size of the object t.bat can be 

analysed. It is estimated. that the standard. deviation of the fl1BUm 

could be approximately 10 to 15 .. for the Z ooordinate. 

2.3.5.3 'Ibe use of two eemmte video recorders 
Option (iii) would have the same resolution as option (ii). Bach 

video recorder would record an imge of 248 x 280 pixels, cme file 

would then contain 240 x 140 pixels tdri.ch would then be 11151iped to 510 

x 510 pixels on the frame grabbers buffer. 'ftlere 1«JUld be further 

problems in trying to synchronise the replq of the two video 

recorders. Al thouah it is possible to do so, it would be very 

expensive. 'lbe advantage of option (iii) over option (ii) is t.bat. a 

larger object could be investigated. because the sinale i.malB ia twice 

the horizontal coordinate. A standard deviation of + 10 - oould be -
expected for this system. 

2.3.6 Quantitative determination of the fastest dtn•o p;ption aU?1'hle: 

An experiment was performed to check the -.xiwa velocity a 111oviqt 

body could travel before its shape would becaM defamed within tbe 

imaging period of a OOD camera. 'lbe experiment oomsisted of a 

pendul\.18 oscillating in a control field. 'lbe period of tJae s79tea 

was determined by the length of cord of the pendul.a, while the 
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velocity of the pendul\.111 was determined as the penduhm i-•ed its 

vertical axis. Various periods and amplitudes were then recorded on 
::--. 

video tape. 'lhese sequences were then observed in slow motion to 

detennine tmder which conditions the pendulum blurred as it passed 

its vertical axis. Fran this experiment it was determined. that the 

ma.xi.nn.D velocity of a body that a CXID camera can observe, without 

blurring is 0,45 m/s. '!he celerity of the waves to be investigated 

is 1 to 2 m/s. '!his experiment shows that th present OCD cameras 

can not be used, without sane modification to this system.' However 

there do exist cameras with a much faster imaging rate (1/2000 

secord), but these cameras are still in their developnent stage. 

2.3.7 Gonclusioos 

Conventional Jiiotogranmetric techniques which can give an accuracy of 

+ 1 nm over the distance of the cameras will be utilised for this 

investigation. 'Ibis is superior to the 8CCUI'8C7 available frCa the 

present NRTP systems. F.quipnent, such as high resolution cameras, 

does exist which could increase the 8CCUI'8C7 of NRTP B)'Btems to 

approximate that of conventional techniques but it is very expensive. 

'Ihe problem of the OCD camera viewing for too lona could be solved 

either by using a flash system or by using a camera With a faster 

imaging rate. Presently Hloenics does not possess the accuracy 

required for accurate experimental work, but with the rate of 

increase in technology such a system oould be viable in the near 

future. However for the purpose of experimental work in this thesis 

conventional piotogranmetric techniques will be used. 



3 • 1JIB AWLJ(lATI(Jf OF CDNBtfl'IQW. STMQ Pll1lY.QWtlBTRY TO WAVB 

MEASl1R1f:Bll' 

3.1 

Stereo phot.ogrammetey waa ini tiall7 applied to the measurement of 

· prototype waveheights &Di 1'Bve pattems. '!be waves were 

JiiotograPied at oblique anacles either fran bridies of ships or sea 

cliffs (~, Seibel 1976); (Adams 1978). later developnents 

were to use stereo Jiiotogranmet.J."7 f raa aeroplanes flying in pairs to 

obtain wave information. 'lhis technique bas been used to investigate 

two dimensional wave ener,a spectra (Marks, Ronne 1955). 

Subeequentl7 it was realised that stereo Jiiotogr&metIT oould have 

great potential in h1draulic research. When cmplex teve pierv-ma 

are to be investigated., stereo Pi~ bas obvi0l8 advantages 

over traditional wave measurement techniques, for exwmple. 

i) there can be no doubt, if sufficient care is talam, that the 

results obtained are in fact a true interpretation of the 
. 2 

For oomplex wave patterm 100 points/a 

can easil7 be obtained usina stereo ~t.17, wbiob 

should adequatel7 describe most water aurfaoea. 

ii) it is quite possible that the initial analysis would idientif7 . 
a special feature that requires further investiaation. 'lhis 

information is easil7 aooessible, without neediQ& to retest, 

as the stereo pairs provide a permanent record. 

iii) it is seldml that more than a few waves can be aenerated 

before randaa wave reflections disturb the desired 1'Bve 

profiles. Using stereo pbo1:.oln a eetr7, infomatim m&7 be 

obtained in a short period before randml reflectians disturb 

the surface. 'Ibis is in contrast with the 1Wt of wave probea 

on a moveable platfOl'll, where it is required that waves be 

generated C011tinuousl7 for a long period of time O' hr) to 

obtain the relevant data (Beraer, Kobl.hase 19'16). 
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3 .1 Photogradl:ing a defined water surface 
A liquid surface can not reflect li.Pt, and this bas been a major 

limitation in using stereo Pio~try. In the process of trying 

to ovel'OClle this problem, researcbers have experimented with many 

methods. 'lbere are two basic approaches:-

i) to spread particles on the surface to form randaa obeerYatiClll 

points. 

ii) to colour the water such that the surface can be identified on 

the stereograpiic images. 

Many types of particles can be floated on the water surf aoe to define 

it, an example is Illt oanputer pmah card confetti (Sorensen 1968). 

'Ibis method has the disadvantage t.hat the confetti olmtera tqretber, 

and has the tendency to drift out of the area beina ~. 

'ftlis requires t.hat the area beire piotocrapm be seeded before each 

test. Good results have been achieved by ~ t.he w.ter am-face 

with al\.llli.nit111 pc:Hler just before testing (Szozecbmelri and tt.ICba 

1980) • However this method is not poptlar as it is a veey tedious 

task to clean the basin after each test. 

'ftle use of ~ bas not been successful, even though it does reduoa 

light penetration. 'lbe dyed water creates a monotcnom 1-- 14biab 

is al.B>st impossible to view stereoscopically. Ballistic Research 

Laboratories, Aberdeen (Faig 1972) are reported to have used outtinll 

oil added to the water to create a white opaque surface Clll to 'Hhiob a 

point pattern was projected. Such a surface is relativefy easy to 

analyse stereoscopically. At the University of Qape TOMD (.Adams, 

Pos 1981) cutting oil was also used, with a random letraaet pattern 

projected onto the surface. Very good results were obtained usinll 

this method. Fluoi-esoein, a fluorescent chemical aixed into the 

water (Faig 1972) in very low concentrations has also been used to. 

identify the water surface. When fluoresoein is illwainated wi tll 

ultra violet radiation it emits a green fluorescent liaibt. 'lbe 
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ultra violet ill\Di.nation is passed through a lrid so that a 

monotonous :image is not created, but the resulting image is still 

very difficult to analyse. 

3.2 fflotogradrlnc dynejo surfacesi 
'lb.e celeri t7 of the M.WeS used in h1draulic research is nonal.17 in 

the order of 1 to 2 m/s. CamequeoU7 it is important to ensure that 

the exposure time of the negatives is short enough to ensU:re there ia 

. no significant movement of the wave front. It is also veey :important 

to enstu'e that the two cameras are synchronised so that the same wave 

state is Jiiotograpied. 

In order for the two J;iiotograpul to aoouratel7 correlate the wave 

pattern, Irdividual waves must not be allowed to .we IBCJl'e than 1 to 

2 DID fran when the shutter of the faster camera opens ,to when the 

shutter of the slower camera closes. At a celeriey of 1 to 2 mis 

the mininl.a time is 1/1000 to 1/2000 of a seocnd. Met.bods t.hat have 

been used to synchronise the cameras are,as follows:-

i). to connect the camera shutter assemblies with pJe\latio air 

releases, joined by equal lengths of air hose to a cs &!Ql air 

bulb. A single squeeze of the bulb would then ideal.17 

produce s1DChronised exposures (Sorensen 1986). However the 

camera speed will often not be fast enouldi to reduce a:wement 

to within the 1 to 2 1m limit. 

ii) to synchronise the shutters by buil.d:i.IC in electronic del.ap 

so that both shutters operate almost silmlt.aneoml.7. Usil 

this method· it is difficult to ~ the mmeraa· to a 

difference better than 5 ms (fohrks, Ronne 1956). 'Ibis 

difference is too large for the 80C\D"807 desired. 

iii) to use a flash, a method which bas produced Vf!r7 suoceaaful. 

results. 'lb.e advantages of this approach is that DO attempt 

need be made to synchronise the shutters of the two c•eras. 

'lb.e flashes used •enera117 produce a p.ll.se of light which 
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laSts 1/2000 of a seoord, freezing the water surface to within 

1 to 2 nm liai t. Generally the flashes are used at night 

( Szczechowski, Mucha 1980) , with the camera shutters held open 

tmtil after the flash. 'ftiis is also the approach used at the 

University of Cape TOHD (Adams, Pos 1981). 

3.3 Anticimted accuracY of stereo dio+ggp tr:r 

In previous experimental work (SZCF.eChowaki and !'lJoha 1980) Carl 

Zeiss tH{ 10/1318 Jiiotoai1e =etrio oameras were used 10 to 12 • above 

the water am-face to investigate wave pe.ttema arowd. ooastal 
structures. 'Ibe stereo pairs were taken at night, usi.JC flash 

ilhmination. A standard deviation in the Z coordinate (height) 

obtained was :!: 4 -· which fran ten JMtres height is good. 'Ibis is 

equivalent to the accuracy that bas been obtained at the tm.versity 

of Cape Town using similar cameras, where a standard deviation of 

+ 2 DD was obtained in the Z coordinate when the lave surface was 

Jiiotograpied frca a heiacht of five metres. It is anticipated that 

the standard deviations in the z coordinate for ex:periamts to be 

perf o:naed in this investigation will be :!: 2 -· 
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4. WAVB '1HFmY AS A1ft,IBD ro WAVB RBFIJl!l'!<>I 
4.1 Progressive wave t.heorz 

A· progressive wave is the tera used to desoibe a wave in which shape 

visibly moves forward with elapsed time, by contrast wit.ha standing 

(stationary) wave, where there is no sense of a>vement in a 

particular direction. Wave theories are developed to describe such 

motion by expanding the velocity potential about the still water 

level to obtain a nonlinear surface condition ccmsisting of an 

infinite series of partial derivatives. 

'!be most COOIDOll wave theory is attributed to Stakes. If the first 

term in the series is used and the rest of t.be ten. ignored then 

linear wave theory results. Host ~ineeri.na prob!~ can be 

calculated to sufficient aoouracy tmiJC linear wave t.heor7. In deep 

water it bas been shown experimentall.;y and for certain theoretical 

criteria that the other ccmB!Xl M.iier order theories, 2.nr:l, 3rd md 

5th order Stokes theories are less accurate than linear wawt theory. 

4.1.1 Progressive wave linear theorY (Aiq tbeoa> 
Linear Stokes wave theory was developed by Airy, md is also called 

small empli tude wave theory 88 the theory is cml.;y valid when vertical 

displacements are relativel.;y saall. 'Ibis boundary condition illplies 

that the H/d and H/L parameters are saall, so the higher order term 
in these te:n11B may be considered to have a nei&liaible ef f eot and can 

. be ignored. '1be resulting free surface displacement 88 prqx>aecl by 

linear wave theory is sinusoidal and can be expressed 88 

Y
8 

= ~sin (kx - at) 

where k = 2w/L and o = 'a/T 

'lbe wavelenct;h for linear theory is 

L = ~/2• t.anh kd 
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4.1.2 Progressive finite -rlitude waves 

As the wave amp.lib.de bec:xl•ea "large", the small amplitude 

assumptions are no lonaer valid. It is then necessat7 to include 

the higher order tel'llB to obtain a more accurate indication of the 

Mlve characteristics. Typically, as the Mlves enter shallower "H&ter 

steepening occurs of the wave crest, and the wave shape, fran being 

sinusoidal tends to becane peskier at the crests and flatter in the 

troughs as predicted by M.gher order theory. 

4.1.3 Stokes 2nd order Mlve theocy 

Stokes 2nd order wave theory oontains the first and aeocnt te1'1118 of 

the Stokes theory expmsion. 'lbe first tera ia sinusoidal and the 

second term represents an elevation (Ah) of IEBll Mlter level (fliL) 

above statiOllaJ."1' Mlter level (SWL). 

that has steeper crests and flatter tl'OUldm than first order wave 

theory. '11le free am-face displ~ ia expressed by 

Y : ? oca (Jix - ot) + '!!.. (1 + S 2illi ) cotlmi COB 2(Jix - ot) 
8 ~ •1.1 2 sinb 

· 'lbe equation for the wavelength is the - as that for linear wave 

theory 

L . = a2 /2w tanbkd 

Fran the secc:ni tera a !'Imber of effects can be identified. 

i) There is an increase in the mean water level (Ah) of 

ii) 

a c 
-w 

mi2 3 6h = -n- (1 + 2 ) coth kd 
•1.1 2 sinb Id 

There is an inoreaae in the·crest amplitme to above the 

linear wave 811p].i tude of 

1 1111 3 = 'f+~(l+ 2 ) cothhd 
2 sinh kd 
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iii) 'lbere is a decrease in the trough wave ~li tude to less than 

the linear wave amplitude 

at 1 1dl 3 
Jr = '2" - -n- (1 + ----) ooth kd 

•1.1 · 2 sim2 kd 

'1be effects of the seoond order Stokes wave equation are to describe 

a W&ve for which 
-i) 

ii) 

iii) 

iv) 

the crest is shorter and more peaked than the trough.· 

the mean water level is above stati0Dal"7 water level. 

the crest amplitude is greater than the trough amplitude. 

a /H is DL1Ch greater in shallow water than in deep water. c 

4.2 'lbe Stendjng Wave 

Clapotis is the tera used to describe t.be st811dire 1'Bve where the 

crests of the waves are parallel to the reflectire 1Bl.l. Clapotia 

exists in effect when two progressive waves are travellinl in 

opposite directions, and the obaracteristics of the two s~ are 

simultaneously super-h1posed. 'lbe surface pattern that results has 

altemating crests and troughs half a lo&velenath apu"t. A ~ that 

is a crest one instant becaaes a trough half a period later and then 

a crest again after a further half a period. 

For a true standina wave to exist the two opposing progressive waves 

should be equal in height and period. If these oondi ti<ms do not 

exist a partial ·stanrli.IC le.Ye results. '1be st811dire wave is fmwed 

with the incident wave travelling towards a solid vertical barrier, 

(the wave orthogonal beina normal to the barrier) with the reflected 

wave train travelling mey fraa the vertical wall, havinlr its souroe 

at the vertical wall. 'lbe reflected le.Ye appears to be a mirror 

image of the continuation of the incident wave ( fi.•. 4 .1) • 'lbe 

period of the two waves are the same, and for perfect reflection the 

wave heights of the two wave trains are also the same. 
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Fig. 4.1 'lbe fonation of a standing wave (Linear theory) 

Incident & Ref lee ted Waves Resulting Standing Wave 
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'l1le water surface (for linear wave theory) has the appeanmce of 

oscillating verticall.7 with aaxi.an deflections of 2 H/2 at pointa 

called anti.nodes, with points of zero deflectiona called nodes. 
Antinodes are fol'IM!d by the superposition of two creats or two 

troughs, while at nodes the interference of a crest and t1'0Ulh om.mes 

+ 
5L/4 
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zero surface displacenent. For higher order wave theory fig. 4 .1 is 

not correct as a
0 

is o-eater than at' so stationary nodes do not 

exist. 

4.2.1 Partial c1apotis 

For partial claprtis two prc>O"eBSi ve waves JaJBt be travelli.118 in 

opposite directions with the same wavelength and period, but with 

different waveheights. 'Ibis is what occurs when a wave ia 

reflected, with sane loss in wave energy at the reflecting surface, 

and the reflected 1'18.ve height is less than the incident wave height. 

'Ibis might also be accompanied by a slight change in period 

(Silvester 197 4) • 'lbere are no lcq&er stationary nodes <r 

antiDodes. Generally an extreme envelope can be identified Miioh ia 

stationary. It is formed with _extreme differenoes 'Bmax and Hain 

(see fig. 4.2) where 

Hnax = Hi + Hr 
H • = H. - H nun 1 r 

Fig. 4.2 Bxtrem! amplitude envelope 

1-/ t. = (j-i;'nnl + f//l?iAJ U 
1-1- r- :.: L /.-/ ~L - Hmit<J /i 

1be degree of reflection is measured by the ooef f ioient of reflection 

(K ) and is the ratio of the reflected wave hei.idlt to the incident 
r -

wave height. K is obt.ained from the stalldi.qe wave heillbt, leas the 
r 

incident wave height 

thus K = Hr = Hs - Hi 
r ~ Ri 
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4. 2. Z SbgHnc wave, lfmar -ve t.heorz 
'!be reflecting 1'all is oonsidered to be situated at x = LI 4, with the 

a~ wave nol"lllBl. to it. 1be equation expressing the incident wave 

is 

"1 
ysi = r sin (kx: - ot) 

'!be standing wave is defined by (Y i + Y ) 1ilere s sr 
8i 8r 81 H 

YB = ysi + ysr = <,- + r> sin kx cos at - <,. - .Y> cos kx: sin at 

For partial clapotis or K < 1, H. > H r 1 . r 
For perfect reflection or ~ = 1, Hi = Hr so 

Y
8 

= Hi sin kx cos ot 

1be position of nodes, points of zero displacment for all t, will 

fora where 

sin kx = 0 

So x = nL/2, where n = 1,2,3, ••••• 
Antinodes, positions of mxi•w displaoewmt, ooaur ~ 

sin kx = + 1 -
so x = (2n + 1) L/4, where n = 0,1,Z,3, •••• 
An antinode will fora at time t when 

COB ot : + 1 

sot= nT/2, where n = 0,1,2,a, ••• 

4.2.3 stgpdiM waD 2rd order Stakes 
Stokes waye theory is onl7 valid. for depths approximately greater 

than d/L = 0, 1. 'Ibis value cmu,.es as sballowire oocura and the 

waye gets steeper. 'J.'be waves that will be investi.J&ated have d/L 

values ranging frma 0,2 - 0,027, creating a land about d/L = 0,1. 

'Ibis suaests that for extreme events (d/L > 0,01) cnoidal themT 

should be used in calculations of the theoretical standinll MIY8 

ccnli tions. However wave theories other than stokes first or aeocDI 

order are not 81Ell8hle to standing waves (Sil vest.er 1974) • 
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'ftle second order Stakes equation describing the water surfaoe profile 

is 

Y9 = H/2 sin kx sin at 

- 11 if- ootb kd cos 2kx [ain2at - 3ooe1.at + tanh2iai] 
41; 4ainh2kd 

This asmmes H. : H = H 
1 r 

'Ihe first terll of the expression ia the Balle as the linear derivation 

(but in a different form) • '!he seoond term ·represents an 

incnmeital increase (Ah) in water level above SWL, whim onfy occurs 

under the crests L/2 ape.rt. This increase in water level is unlike 

that of the progressive wave as it is not a •lobal increase in water 

level. 'Ibis increase (Ah) under the crests is caused by the oos2kx 

term. 'ftle magnit\de of 6h is 

Ah= wr?- ootbkd Cl+ 3 - 1 ] 
-u;- 4 sinbZkd 4 oosbZkd 

4.2.4 Ansrlies in the apmdjns wave theqa 

A -.jor anaml.y in tbe wave theory bas been obaarvecl experhlental.7 by 

Wiegel (1964a). It can be seen in tu. 4.3 that tbe atandinll MllMt 

wave length appears shorter than the wave length predicted by first 

or second order Stokes theory. This is oontl'm7 to experi.Jlent.al 

results obtained at the University of Cape TOND (Petzer 1987), (Jame 

1988) • 'Ibis is an area that requires further investi.at.ian. 

Another anana1;y that has been shown by Wietiel ( 1964b) is that the 

height of the reflected wave at the reflectinll wall ia 20K·o-eater 

than twice the incident wave hei.idlt. This is also acmetbinl& that is 

requires verification. 

4. 3 Clapotis gaufre · 

Clapotis gaufre or oblique wave refleotian is the s+MMHDI '8'Y9 that. 

results when two waves meet with an llDIUlar intersection. Clapotia 

gauf re occurs when the incident wave orthogonal is not DD1Wal to the 

reflectire wall, but approaches the wall at an mcle ( f~. 4. 3) • 
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Fig. 4.3 Caaparison of measured aid theoretical stand.ins wave lengths 

Wiegel ( 1964 a.) 
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In fig 4. 4 t.he x-axis is assnnat parallel to the vertical reflecting 

wall. '1be angle of approach for the incident wave orthogonal is 

(11 - f 
0

) , measured fraa the positive x axis. '1be angle of 

reflection for the reflected. wave ortlloganal is "8 " where e = e • · r r o 

'lbe wave profile for the incident wave perpendicular to the x axis 

can be described by (linear theory). 

Y • = ?! sin (at - kx cos6 + ky sinf ) 
81 " 0 0 

'lbe wave profile for the reflected. wave ass\.llling H. = H is 
1 r 

Y = ~ sin (at - kxcose - kysins ) sr c. o o 

'Ibe resulting water surface profile is 

Y = H sin (at - kx oose ) ooe (lcy' sine ) s 0 0 

'1be nodal lines, which are the lines along which no displACfW!Dt 

occurs, occur for 

cos (lcy' sine ) = 0 
0 

where y = ( 2n + l ) L 
4siiii 

0 

n = O, 1, 2, 3 ••••• 

'lbe antinodal lines are lines along which bot.b -.xim. and ainll& 

oocur simtltaneously. .Antinoclal lines oocur when 

cos (lcy- sine
0

) = + 1 

where y = n 
2Siril L n = O, 1, z, 3 ••••• 

0 

'1bese quasiantinodal lines move in the positive x direction at a 

velocity = L/(T OC>d
0

) with 1'Bvelf!llltt.h = L/oc:>se
0

• 

'1be resultinli ·surrace will appear to be a grid of altematina high 

and low d.isplACJEW!nta spaced L/oose a)Bl"t parallel to t.he x axis, 
0 

and L/sine apart along the 7 axis. 1bese mwim. and winiwa occur 
0 

in a stationary ptttern separated by a stationary pattern of no 

displacement, the nodal lines. 
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4. 4 Mach wave reflegtioo 

The Mach wave :Pienmerm is of particular interest t.o the CX>aBt.al 

engineer for two reasons. 

i) It appears possible for the Mach wave t.o attain a wave height 

of more than twice the incident wave height, so traditional 

overtopping corcepta may be superseded. 

· ii) ~ the Mach stem has formed it will continue t.o follow the 

wall, even~ changes in direction of the wall of up t.o 

90° (Wiegel 1964b) • This could introduce a wave in a CX>aBtal 

structure of more than twice the incident wave height., which 

conventional diffraction and refraction techniques would not 

predict. 

There exist certain omditions for which the conventional 1BMI of 

oblique reflection do not apply. When e 
0 

is lesa than 35° to 46° 

(the anatle between the incident Ml.Ye orthotronal and.the refl~inlr 

wall) the reflected wave does not leave the wall but fonm a wave 

stem perpendicular t.o the reflectinS wall (fig 4.5a). It bas been 

suggested (Berger, Kohlhase, 1976) that the stem hei,pt (fig. 4.5b) 

which increases progressively alorc the wall can reach a height of 

more than twice the incident wave height. 

Fig 4.5 Mach wave reflection 

I 
I 

a) 

REFLECTED WAVE 
ORTHOGONAL 

INCIDENT WAVE 
ORTHOGONAL 

b) 



PREVIOUS EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL EXAMINATIONS OF THE MACH-REFLECTION AT STRAIGHT VERTICAL WALLS 

author M A C H - s t e m - p a r a m e t e r remarks concerning remarks 
the experiments on theory 

NIELSEN stem-height stem-width stem-angle behaviour of the 
reflecting wave 

increase of the stem- decrease- of the the stem-angle NIELSEN shows that NIELSEN mentions that there is no 
dimensions of height with increasing stem-width with decreases with there is a reflecting the stem-width at the theoretical 
the test basin angle of incidence 0

0 
increasing angle e

0 
an increasing wave with an angle end of .the wall can explanation 

a = 609,6 cm the stem height is angle e . 0 e
0

<20° as opposed be wrong because the 

b = 111.7 cm independent of the increase of the to PERROUD lllOde 1 i s too sma 11 
h = 12,7 cm wave length stem-width with 

increasing wave- the first part of the 
monochromatic &!m!i:ll: height reflecting wa 11 

waves The second MACH-ste111 touches the wall of 
effect is not observed independent of the the test basin 

H L H e in shoaling water wave-height 
(cm) (cm) iJ [ 81 

decrease of the stem- the experiments of ;! 
1.07 45.72 0.22 5 In deep water the 2. width with increasing the 2.MACH-stem = r-

10 MACH-stem increases water level have only been done· 
,.,, 

0.49 14.65 0.07 15 with an increasing qualitatively ~ 
20 angle of incidence e

0 
suppos it 1on: the ... 
stem-width increases 
linearly progressively 

li' along the length of 
the wall ., 

PERROUD the stem-height is a the stem-width the stem-angle no reflecting wave P~RROUD describes 
. 

function of the angle increases linearly decreases for an angle of the MACH-stem- l)'I 
of incidence and has along the length of incidence e

0 
< 20° effect for a ~ 

5 
The same basin two maxima the wall the wave height of solitary-wave :G 

as NIELSEN 22,5° the stem width of the reflecting wave with simple 
. 

e = 0 ... 
solitary wave 45,0° the solitary wave is is smaller than that geometric ~ e = °' 0 ' ...... 

S111aller than that of of the incoming wave connection 
H L H e the periodic waves 

(an) (an) iJ [ 8] 
1.52 0.38 5 

22,5 
45 

HAGER the stem-height is the dependence of HAGER computes 
a function of the the stem height of the stem-height 
angle of incidence the incoming wave on along the 

Eckernforde' harbour and increases pro- angle of incidence reflecting wall. 
wind wave gressively along the changes The e-qu~tion .. 

length of the wall system is similar .... H . L H e to PERROUO's .... 
(an) (cm) er [ 81 

165 3800 0.05 5.30 
10.35 
15.45 
20.50 
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In fig. 4.5a the incident "Wave orthogonal approaches the reflecting 

'Wall at an angle e . The Mech stem width (Wiegel 1964b), (Berger 
0 

Kohlhase, 1976), is thought to grow linearly at an angle a frca its 

point of origin and is the distance f ran the reflecting wall to the 

point "T". The point Tis the intersection of the incident wave and 

the mach stem. The reflected. wave is reflected at angle e , where 
r 

e = e + a. These ccn.:iitions exist for d/L < 0.5 and where r o 

45° > e > 20°. For eo < 20° the wave crest and JEcll wave are 
0 

continuous possibly without a reflected leve beinlr formed (Wiegel 

1964b). 

4.4.1 Review of previ9UB inyestip.tiqw 

Mech reflection has been investigated. tmder various oondi.tions in the 

sea and in hydraulic models. ~or contributims to Mach reflection 

have been mede by P.H. Perroud, A.H. Nielsen and M. Haaer as reported 

by Berger and Kohlhase ( 1976) • A pertinent Bl.lllm.ey of this data ia 

presented. in table 4.1. 

Wiegel (1964b) and Perroui both investigated the Hach effect related 

to solitary waves, with particular emPiasis on explainina the 

\.Dlexpected eff ecta that occurred for tsunamis enterinlr the Ba7 of 

Hilo, Hawaii. Prototype data was obtained by Haaer at t.he jett.y of 
II 

the Echernf orde Harbour, Ge:nmmy, but unf orb.mately a lilli ted amotSlt 

of measurements and the scatter of the data only allow qualitative 

conclusions to be dra'Wll. 

Nielssen and Beraer, Kohl.hase (1976) both investia&ted Mach 

reflection for periodic waves. Nielsen showed there was an i.ncreaae 

in stem height al~ the wall, and that the stem width waa a function 
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of the angle of incidence and wavelenath. Unfortunately too little 

data on too small a scale did not allow any definite trends to be 

established.. 

Berger and Kohlhase (1976) attained further experimental results in a 

much larger wave basin, to canpare their results to the diffraction 

theory they propose. 'lbese investigators report the d.evelop1e11t of 

- 0 0 0 
a seccni stem wave for & = 20 , 25 and 30 , five wavelengths fraa 

0 

the origin of the wall (fig. 4.6). 

Fig. 4.6 Develoiment of second llBCb stea. (Berger Kohl hase , 1976 ) 

Hms/ Hi 

2 .5~-------------. 
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4.4.2 'lbeoretica1 explaoatioo of the Mneb •ve 

Originally Wietiel (1964b) proposed that the Mach reflection 

phena.enon might be anal<eous to the Hach reflection oocurrilc in 

acoustics, hence the name Mach reflection. 'Ibis theo1'7 thOUlh baa 

not been satisfactorily applied to o-avi ty waves. A theory baa been 

proposed since, by Berger and Kohlhase ( 1976) • 'Ibey propose that 

Mach reflecticm should be interpreted as a diffraction problem in the 

area of reflection. Fraa linear wave theo1'7 and the diffraction 
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solution for a half-infinite breakwater a Fourier series expansion 

was proposed. 'Ibe solution to this expansion can only be solved 

nt111erically on a canputer. Fig. 4.7 is a CC9p&riBC111 between the 

theory ard the results obtained by Berger ard Kohlhase (1976). It 

is evident that the theory proposes that the JDBCh stem height should 

increase, then decrease with increased distance fraa the origin of 

the breakwater. 

Fig 4.7 Stem height along a vertical wall (Berger, Kohlhaae 1976) 
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5. NJIB1ENT USHD RR 'l1IB ~GATIQI 

5.1 Egui.pDent USed for the dlOt?m!=kr 

5.1.1 Zeiss Jena tHC 10/1318 •mjversal -.eaaurinc C8¥l'88 

Two Zeiss Jena tHC 10/1318 .,trio cam!1'88 "lere used for the 

)ilotoowtry. 'lhese cameras ~ve a near distortion free Lamegon 

8/100 lens system. Another feature of these CB1Beras is that the 

principal distance of the cameras can be chanaed to allow f ocusi.ng 

for distances fraa 3,S. to infinity. 'Ibis is a particularly 

important feature as the cameras are mounted 5 • above the wave 

be.sin, and m.merous other metric cameras can only focus on infinity, 

so any images obtained frcn fixed focus cmaeras would not be uaeable. 

'lbe important specifioaticms for these cameras are: 

Focal distance at infinity 99 - (~tel.7) 

Distortion (foousi.ng to infinit7) 

Averace resolution 

Shutter speed 

Stop settings 

Focus settings for distances 

Fo:rmat size 

Field of view - long f ol'll&t 

- short f on1&t 

lmX 5 ,... 

55 li.nee/-

1 sec - 1/400 sec 

8 to 32 

•; 25 a; 12 •; 8 a; 6 a; 

5 a; 4,2 •; 3,6 • 

120 - x 166 -

789 

680 

'lbese specifioaticms abow that theee amel"IUI are ideal for the 

pirposes of oloae ranee pho~try as 

i) the cameras are metric caaieras, so the interior orientati<lll 

elements are known (See Section 2.1.1). 

ii) the lens is near distortion free (aee Secticm 2.1.1). 

iii) the negative has a 1.arJie fol'll&t aml the wide ande lena allow 

the entire area of the leve basin to be photc:cnqjled. 
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5.1.1.1 Rlotographic plates 

Iboto~try requires that the Piotccra?iic eaatlsion be in a single 

plane (see Section 2.1.1). To ensure this, Jiiot.ccraphic plates are 

available, which consist of a grotmd glass 8\ll"face with the 

Jiiotograpiic euul.sion fixed to the grot.ni surface. 1hese 

JiiotograJiiio plates are extremely expensive, so an alternative, sheet 

film was glued onto the ground gl.aaa plates. 1his process does not 
It 

appear to reduce the resultant accuracy of the ~try (Ruttier 

1982). 

For the lightire condition available, with the cameras set to the 

largest F-stop (F8), a fila with a speed rati.na of:!: 320 A9A is 

required. Normally Ilford HP5 fila is wsed, tmfortmatel.y the 

incorrect film (Ilford FP4) was supplied, with a speed ratire of 125 

ASA. Due to ti.a! constraints (it takes 3 months to illport fila) the 

HP4 film was used for the investia&tions and was push proceesed imire 

Microphen, a special push processinl& developer. Adequate results 

were finally obtained usi.IC this process. 

5.1.2 Carl Zeiss Jena Steko 1818 Stereo Cggparator 

1he Steko 1818 Stereo Calparator (plate 5.1) ia used t.o obtain tbe 

(x, y) and (Px, Py) oooordinates fraa the ~tivea (See Seoticn 

2. 1. 1) • 'lbe Steko 1818 has a readi.na aocuracy of better than 10 ,_ 

for the (x, y) coordinates and 2 µa for the (Px, Py) ooordinatee. A 

Motronic electrmrl.c analotiue to di.cit.al oonverter (plate 5.1) is l.med 

to convert the anal<eue sianal fna the Steko 1818 into diaital 

coordinate values for the two plates. '1be values of the (x, y, Px, 
Py) coordinates now in digital form are sent to the HP 9816 llicro 

caap.ater. 
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Plate 5.1 Steko 1818 Stereo ocmparator and peri}ilerals. 

5. 1. 3 HP 9816 miq:rooc wl.Jter 
'lhe HP 9816 microoc -..•rt.er (plate 5. 1 ) ia used 

i) to accept and store the control point coordinates, soi the 

i.mace CX>Ordinates obtained fraa the Hotrcmi.o A-D ocnverter, 

ii) to produce the projective transformation parameterm of the 

wave basin for the pair of nea&tives beinl observed, usire the 

(x, y, Px, Py) CX>Ordinates of the e<mtrol points (see Section 

5.4.2), 

iii) to calculate the •lobal CX>Ordinates (relative to the axes of 

the wave basin) of the object points observed on the wa-.e 

surfaces usina these projective transformation panmetera 

previously calculated on the HP 9816. 'ftle coordinates of the 

object points are then down loaded onto the VAX ocmputer 

descibed below. 
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5.1.4 'lbe DB.< VAX/VM9 6230 

'lbe Vax 6230 mainframe is operated frcm various tenrlnal.s, for which 

18'1 ccape.tible res lllBY be used (plate 5.2). All analysis of the 

data (object points) is perfol.W!d on the VAX., 'lhe data is pt"OCeSBed 

using a contour peck,._e "SACI.ANT" which is available on the VAX. 

Seclant can be used to obtain contour plots and three di.llensional 

plots. 'lhe data can be manip.tlated, such that different wave 

JBtterns may be subtracted or added to each other, perhaps to show 

the differences between two wave JBtterns. 

Plate 5.2 An TIM caapatible PC acting as a Vax te:minal 
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5.2 Eauii:nent required to generate the required wave mtterns 

5.2.1 Wave Basin floor 

In order to investi.iate the desired wave ~ the incident wave 

must be 88 unifona as possible. '1be incident wave nust stay 

pe.rallel to the wave generator alorc its entire lercth. The waves 

that will be investigated are shallow to intermediate waves 

(d/L values < 0,5), so the celerity of these waves will be a function 

of depth. Consequently charces in the floor basin level will cause 

the wave to refract, ard disturb the ?ll'e incident wave desired. To 

minimise this effect the wave basin floor was levelled to within 88 

small tolerance as possible. Poe (1984) 111Bn8Ced to level the wave 

basin floor to within + 1 ... '1bis represents a variation in water 

depth of less than 1% for a 150 - water depth. 

1be dampless had caused the epoxy which bad been used to level the 

basin, to lift in places. 1he epoxy which had lifted was ramved, 

ard the gape were then filled and leveled to the 8lUTOW'Jdi.ftl basin 

floor. Pol.yfilla ard a strong 11C>rtar mix was used to repair the 

gape. 'lbese repairs were carefully ClU'ed to avoid ehrinka.re and were 

very successful. 

5.2.2 Wave Generator 

1be wave paddle is driven by an electric motor at a ocmstant speed, 

t.hrotCh a irearbox. '1be first drive ant (Plate 5.3) is ocxmected 

eccentrically to the drivesbaft fraa the a&ea.r box by an offaet cam. 

'lbe period of this shaft is the sme as that of the wave paddle. 

The wave heia&ht is varied mechanically by 1KJVire the poaition of the 

first drive arm up or down on the wave height rooltirc ana. 'ftrl.s 

changes the amplitude of the wave heia&ht rocki.na& ana oaoillationa -ard 

so changes the wave he~t. The aeocn:l drive ana is attached to the 

wave heia&ht rockina& ant ard to a sirele bar which is cantilevered 

fran the shaft about which the wave paddle is oeoillated. The 

oscillation of the wave paddle should ideally be si.Jllple batwcnic 

motion. 



Plate 5.3 Wave generator 

5.6 

FIRST DRIVE AHM 

OFFSET CAM 

WAVE HBIGHI' 
~ARM 

It was observed that the wave aenerator MLB not aeneratina a pure sine Mive, 

but a wave with a SllBl.l crest in the trCJuati and a double creat. Further 

aberations to the ideal wave can be identified in plate 5.3. 

i) The paddle aenerated crests curved in plan, as the crest near 

the walls lacs behind the central crest. 

ii) 1be wave peddle is made frcm five box secti011B, each with a 

strut nmninC down the centre (as seen in plate 5. 4) • 'lbeae 

box sections are not ca•1eOted and ~ to be .avina 

relative to each other, producllll& -.11 concentric wave 

patterns fran the middle of each section at ita supportina 

strut. 

Furthermore, when the wave aenerator 'W88 switched off the preri.Olmly 

generated waves trapped in the basin, reflected off the wave paddle 

and moved it by 50 na. 
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Plate 5.4 Impure "8ve generated by wave generator 

'lhese proble11e appear to occur because of the .ieneral flexibilit7 of 

the paddle. 'lhe entire "8ve paddle is .wed b,y the torsi<lllal 

transfer of manents fraa the s~le cantilever attached to the 50 -

diameter shaft. 'Ibis shaft does not have the torsiooal stiffness to 

move the wave paddle without undergom. s~ficant torsional strain. 

Frc. this it was de.diced that 

i) the far ~es of the wave paddle would a. behind the centre 

of the wave paddle, creet~ a curved crest (Plate 5.4), 

ii) as the wave paddle moves either fonard. or bacbard, toni<Dll 

strain is induced in the shaft. When the shaft slONB down 

and stops at the extl'EB! point of its osoillaticn the at.rain 

energy is released.. '1be paddle then jerks in the or.iainal. 

direction of travel i.nduc~ a crest, either next to an old 

crest or in the middle of a t.roulh. 

iii) the strain energy when released, is released at the point of 

connection of the supports of each of the boxes llllki.na up the 

paddle. 'lbese boxes are able to move relati'Y9 to each at.her, 

and so create high points alcqr the crest. 
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Plate 5.5 Modifications to the wave paddle 

To reduce these torsional effects it was required that the drivi.JC 

force be supplied. in sc:me alternate manner. 'ftie eolution adopted 

was two fold. 

i) 'ftie vertical plane in t4ri.ch the load is a~ied to the 

cantilever was significantly stiffened so that the lOlld. would 

not be torsionally transferred alona the abaft. A at.rut 

(plate 5.5) was installed. fraa the top of the cantilever to 

the rear of the wave paddle. 'ftiis creates a strorJC atiff 

section that can not easily deflect. 

ii) 'ft1e horizontal plane of the wave paddle ,... sienifioantly 

stiffened to transmit the load. 'lbe bmc sections are welded 
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together alOlllf their top plane (see plate 5. 5) • 'Ibis creates 

a plate which is l'lell supported against hJCltli.na and is very 

stiff. 

Plate 5.6 Wave generated after modification 

'lbe modifications omde the wave paddle si..Uficently stiffer, but 

displacement still occurred when a load 'WBS applied. Usinle dial 

gauges the displacement of the entire wave 11enerator waa measured. 

It was fotmd that SDBl.l deflectiOllS (0,1 -> occurred in the beari.naa 

joi.ning the various shafts. 'lbese displACEW!l'\ta were, becauae of the 

relative lenarths of the lever a.nm, beinli a11plified to create 

deflections in the order of 1, 5 -· 'lbese deflections camot be 

reduced as even if the bushes were replaced, it is expected that the 

displacEDents in the bee.rircs would still be of a siailar IBIPlitude. 

A further measure to reduce any l.D!VeDDe88 in the generated lave '88 

to place a layer of expanded f oaa on the front face of tbe wave 

paddle. Plate 5.6 shows the wave generated after modification. 

'Ibis wave is not ideal but has been s~ficant.l.y ilaproved. 



5.2.3 l'k>veable reflectinc wall 

Fig. 5.1 Cross section of the reflecting wall 

Supporting Strut 

Concrete Block 
Wall 

8------Trolley Wheels ------

S_W_L __ 

Marine 
Chipboard 

/ 
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A vertical reflectirc wall ia required 14rioh can be moved and BO 

positioned to obtain optima usaae of the wave basin. It is 

particularly important for oblique reflection that the reflectirc 

wall be moved as far to the edge of the -wave basin, to create the 

me.xima area of clapotis gaufre. In addition to the wall be inti 

mobile it is required that 

i) the wall be riaid, so no deflecti01111 or vibrations occur under 

wave l~, i.IXlucina an impure reflected wave, 

ii) the wall be vertical oooe positioned in its new position, . 

iii) water cannot eddy under the wall, abeorbina acme of the 

incident Mlve enez-o-. 
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Plate 5.7 '!be Pbveable reflectina wall. 

It was decided to b..rl.ld a wall (fie. 5.1) ocmsistina of an inverted 

steel channel IBOl.Wlted on trolley wheels, with an an&le welded onto 

the base of the channel to make the front wall f aoe oontinuom. Four 

legs were welded onto the back of the channel to 'SCU.oh trolley wheels 

-were al.so attached for st.ability. Rods were welded vertically on the 

inside of the channel. Concrete blocks were then laid on the inaide 

of the charnel. A sheet of narine chipboard "'88 then attached at an 

anatle, racked backwards with i ta lower eci.e just above the lave naain 

floor. 'lbe board was used to ensure the wall had a perfectly flat 

front face. 1be board was attached at ntmel'Olm point& alans the 

concrete and steel substructure and could not deflect or vibrate. 
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Nuts -were welded to the four stability legs, threaded sttda with 

points could then be screwed down locking the wall in its desired 

:p:>Sition and pushing it into a vertical plane. In doing th.is the 

marine chipboard came into contact with the wave basin floor, 

effectively sealing the wall so no water could flow \.Dier it. 1he 

ccmpleted wall can be seen in plate 5. 7. 

5.2.4 Side walls 

Plate 5 .8 Side walls "hid.i.na" t.he tins 

Four control points are poaiti<ned below the JBter surface in tin& 

(see Section 5. 4. 2) • These tins create a confused water surface '4ier1 

waves are generated because of their diffraction effects. To stop 

these effects the tins must be "hidden", end this 'WB8 dcme by 
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building false loB!ls (plate 5.a). It is required that the false 

walls be designed to absorb the wave energy aenerated across the 

width of the false loB!ls. 'l'his also means that the section of the 

side wall that meets the wave front 8JSt be sharp to act as a wave 

splitter or another set of diffraction pattenlB could e>cnJr. 

'!be false loB!ls consist of concrete blocks packed on top of each 

other between the tins. '11len for the wave splitters and the sections 

of the wall cover:ina the tins mLrine plywood cantilevered retai.n:ina 

walls were built. 'ftie wooden supports for the marine ply wall next 

to the section acting as the wave splitter, were S8Ml flush with the 

water surface. 'Ibis arrangement worked well in abeorbilc the wave 

energy behind the wave splitter. 

5.3 '!he desisn of the wave absorbers 

When oblique wave reflection patterns are inveat•ted., the reflected 

wave will soon reach the side of the wave basin. 'lbe Teve will then 

reflect again, advancing into the area of :Piot<>SraPiY oreatire a 

confused wave pattern. If any llle8Dinaful reaul. ts for oblique 

reflection are to be obtained, an efficient Mive absorber is required 

to absorb this reflected wave. 

Traditionally the most effective wave absorber is a aradtal. apmdina 

beach. Unfortunately such a beach 'WOUld occupy moat of the lo&ve 

basin, sianificantly reducing the area of the wave basin in 1'hich an 

undisturbed Mive pattern could be JiiotograJiled. As a gradi.ml 

spending beach is not practical, an efficient narrow "9ve absorber 

had to be f ourrl. 

5.3.1 A review of pertinent m.pent 

5.3. 1.1 A perforated vertical wall brealotater, by GB Jarlan 

('the Dock and Harbour Authority, April 1961, p.·394) 

In this paper a perforated vertical le.l.l is propcaed aa a met.hod ot 

designing a caison structure for wave energy absorption. 'lbe 

structure consists of a double walled structure separated by a 

chamber. 'lbe "811 fac:ina the incaaina Mlve train is perforated. 
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'Ibis perforated vertical wall breakleter achieves a coeff ioient of 

reflection of 0,1 to 0,2. 

'lbe perforated breakwater was desianed for a retiuiar wave train. 'lbe 

waves cause a f illina and emptying of the enclosed chamber by 

resultant horizontal water jets in both directiOllS. '1be impedance of 

the perforated wall causes a Jil8Se diff erenoe and a decrease in 

motion between the outer wave and the water level in the ohft"ber. As 

the water spills into the challber there is a significant enero loes, 

and as the challber empties into the wave tl"OIUldi it creates a surface 

current opposina the inccai.na wave, actina as a ~io breakwater. 

'Ihese two processes create an efficient s)"BtEm for wave abmorption. 

5.3.1.2 Experimental develOJ!!!!t of a perforated Mlve abaorber of simple 

construction and mini•• leryrth. bx P A ""'11 

(Mechanical Engineering report, M3-252, Nati<mal Reeearch Colmoil of 

Canada, May 1963. ) 

'Ibis paper tries to develop an efficient wa'Ye abaorber of lrini•• 

lenat..h. It is asst.med that a beach that aivea a coefficient of 

reflection (K ) of less than O, 1 ia very efficient. 'Ibis aa•..,tion 
r 

is lllBde as wave enero is proportional to Mlve heiaht aqm.red, 80 if 

a beach absorbs 99X of the wave energy, the coefficient of reflection 

is 0, 1. Haai.11 decided that an optima beach would have a 

coefficient of reflectioil of less than 0,08. 'ft1e nuce of 1oBVea 

investipted were deep to intennediate depth Mlvea. 

Two break waters were investi.pted, which were fOlfti to be 

particularly effective. 

i) Model A (fig. 5. 2) a O, 9 lore section of 12 - pl.1WOOd wi t.h 

25,4 nm holetJ at 51 - centre. projecting ti-am a perforated 

break.loater. 

ii) Hodel B (fig 5.3) waa similar to Model A bJt wit.bout t.be 

perforated breakwater, with an arcled perforated BUAJOrt. 
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Hamill states 'the choice of perforation waa arbitrary'. Fig 5.4 is 

a gra}:h of the wavelength against ave~e ref leotion ooef f icients for 

various H/L values. 

Fia 5.2 Model A (Hamill 1963) 

STILL WAT[R L[V[L 
~-~~~ -~~~ 

1/Z" THICK PLYWOOD WITH LATTICE 
OF HOLES 1" DIA . AT 2" CENTRES 

MODEL OF BEACH A 

Fig. 5.3 Model B (Hamill 1963) 

1/2" THICK PLYWOOD WITH 

LATTICE OF HOLES 1• DIA. 
T 2" CENTRES. 

MODEL OF BEACH B 

WALL 

32" 
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Fig. 5.4 Reflection ooeficients for perforated wave absorber 

(Hamill 1963) 
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5.3.2 Initjol cboioe of wye elwzrber 
It was on the basis of a.ill'• des~ that the initial des~ for . 

the wave abaorber was selected for this i.nvest~tion. Bllli.11 

achieved a very mall ooeff icient of reflection tor his perf orat.ed 

wave absorber of 0,04 to 0,06. It is hoped that siailar 

coefficients of reflection will be obtained for the M!lve absorber to 

be implemented in this investiaation. 

It was difficult to decide on the choice of aoale factor to be used. 

Table 5.1 St.Wrises the pertinent tiave data for OCJllllBriaon. 

Table 5.1 C-<wlplrison of Hamill 'a wave data with 'lCI' wave data 

Hm:ill's wave data tcr tave data 

depth (d) 813- 160-
wavebei.ht (H) 22,6 - 167 - 20 - 35 -
wavelength (L) 1130 - 3350· - '150 - 1750 -
wave steepiess (H/L) 1/20 - 1/50 ... 1/30 

wave type ( d/L) 0,24 - 0,72 0,088 - 0.,2 
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'Ibe data cannot be CXJllPll'ed in a d.i.mensicmless fol'll by dividing by 

the depth (d) as the ratio of the depths of lCT : Haai.11 is 1 : 5. 

Hamill uses a "Wave absorber that is 910 - lona and a wave absorber a 

fifth of that length is not realistic. Frou::le scaling was 

investigated on the basis of determini.na the relative celerities of 

the waves, but then the length ratio for lCT : Hamill is 1 : 3,5. 

'Ibis does not appear correct either. 

'Ibe essential difference between the data preaented, is that :n..i.11 

investigates deep water -.ves while at lUl' intermediate loi&ter waves 

will be investi,ated. As the type of wave is not oamp8rable, scalm. 

D1.1St occur based on wave height and wave lencth. 'Die average of 

Hamill's data for both wave height and wave length is hiaher than the 

data for tm, so the initial appraxi.Jmtion for the lercth of the 

absorber to be tested was 0,9 x (Hallill's wave absorber lenatth) = 
820 on. Fran fig 5. 5 it can be seen that in shallower water Hamill' a 

"Beach B" waa most effective. 'Ibe desian for the wave absorber to be 

tested was based on ''Beach B". 

5.3.3 Testing of tbe wave absorber 
5.3.3.1 DesiJCD of the test nlwqJ"ber 

Plate 5. 9 'Iba fltme uaed for testm. the tBve abeorber. 
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'!be MB'Ye absorber MIS teated in the ..U.l fll.9! (plate 5.9), which 

has a maxim.a operatire depth of 100 -· two thirds the depth of the 

prototype. 'Ihe model was then built on a two thirds scaling of the 

prototype. 'Ihe wavelencths tested were scaled down by keeping the 

d/L ratios constant. 'Ihe scaled down "WBve abaorber "88 545 - lcmg. 

'Ihe first design for the wave absorber used an absorber of 590 -

long. 

'l1le model wave absorber (fig 5. 5) ,... desiined with a beaV7 hinired 

support, about which the entire lo&ve absorber could be rotated. In 

this WIQ' :runerous different slopes of the wave absorber could be 

investigated. 'Ihe challber wall 1"88 attached b,y soft steel plat.ea to 

the main loBVe absorber and could be bent to fit 8117 slope of the teYe 

absorber. Both the 1'Bve absorber and the ch....,_,. MBll were 

perforated. 'Ihe lerwth of the challlber (Lc) is . the diatance frcm the 

erd wall of the fll.9! to the chamber wall. 

Fig 5.5 fob:lel wave absorber 

~ length of Absorber 
.j _____ S_Wl -- - - - - - -- -

Hinged - -
' ~ Perforated support ... d 

I " J 

Le 

'1be efficiency of the alternative aa:1ana nta of the 1'Bve absorber 

were exaained qualitatively. 'ftw 1BYe aenerator taa nn for 20 wave 

periods and then stopped, such that the 1'Bve i-tdle alMIP stopped in 

its highest position, displaci.JC the least --.mt of 1'Bt.el". A probe 

was then placed 1,5 - above this SWL. 'Ibe tille 1m1 t.bmi reoorded en 
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a stop watch fraa when the wave •enerator stcJA:>ed till the last wave 

to touch the probe. 'lhis ti.me period is known as the ti.me till 

minimal displacement (tt.ad). 

'lhis method 'WOrked well, and it was easy to distincuish Mien a wave 

touched the probe. 'lhe repeatability of experi.JEnts was •ood with 

averaae differences in the ttad of O, 1 seconds. It ... t be 

recognised though that the results cannot be interpreted linearly. 

Situations were observed where the probe was touched at 6 aeconds and 

then acain at 11 secxnfs, so the ttmd is 11 seoonda. 'lben in a 

following experiment with cnly a sl~t charce in the apparattB, the 

ttnd was 6 seconds but it was observed that the water jtmt missed 

touchire _the probe after 11 seconds. 'lhis observation show& that the 

results obtained are not linear, so tta:i = 11 doe& not have a 

reflection coefficient twice that for tt.-i = 6, the difference oould 

actually only be 1~. 

5.3.3.3 Selection of tbe desicn wave 
It was observed that for the longer waveleQftha the tt.-l MUI l<Qler 

than for the shorter wavelerct:ha. en t.his baai.s it was decided to 

use the lanatest wavelercth for the experimental t.eathc. A MaVe with 

a 1,2 second period for the llOdel corresponds to the lonaest leve 

that could be expected for the prototype. In order to ensure the 

"WOrst case cordi tions a wave be~t of 40 - was uaed.. 'lbia wave 

height is laraier than any wave expected in the prototype. 

5. 3. 4 Meplyyrta of -wave absorption 

'lhere are t"WO noticeable eff eota 1'irlob "A"""r to affect the enera 

absorption process. 

i) '!be first and moat illp:>rtant effect is aboNn in plate 6.10. It 

appears that it is the orbital wave motion that aobal.17 
destroys the wave enera. When the wave meets the ..ve 

absorber the crest slows <kMl as it is enteriiw a ..t.-shallow 

water wave conditicm. '!be rest .of the wave, below the wave 

absorber, does not realise there is an obstruction mxl tries 

to continue its orbital motion to raise water partiole11 to 
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create the continuation of the crest. 'Ihis upward motion of 

the water ]Brticles creates jets of water, ahead of the crest, 

as the water ]Brticles force t.hrolCh the boles in the wave 

absorber. . In this way, as the crest travels al0111t the wave 

absorber, strong hydraulic jets are breaking up the crest 

dissipating its energy. 'Ibis process appears to be the major 

factor in the effectiveness of the wave absorber. 

Plate 5.10 Wave absorption process 

ii) Another effect, si.ailar to the impedance of the vertical 

breakwater (Jarlan 1961), waa obeervecl. '1be ... ter frma the 

waves runs into the cha.ber behind the wave abaorber, oreatire 

a stanlina -wave which emptiea after a certain Jim8e 
difference, deperdina on the length of the ct.e=b-. For -.11 

chamber l~ the chamber Empties before the arrival of the 

following wave, this is an effective caabination. For 

intermediate chamber lerwtha the chpber ..,ties jmt before 

the wave arrives, interferi.ns with the ~io jet.a and 

creating a bed of water for the wave to run up without bei.JC 
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dissipated. Finally the chamber can empty just as the wave 

crest reaches the cbawber, creati.na further h)>draulio jets, 

which is also effective; this case can be identified in 

plate 5.10. 

5.3.5 Relationship of the various parameters 

Two wave absorbers were tested: 

i) Design 1 - with a lenart:h of 590 - and initially 120 12 -
diamEter holes. 

ii) DesiJPl 2 - with a lercth of 680 - and initially 182 10 -

~ter holes. 

'ftle parameters investiiated for the two deBi.JP)s were all l:aaed on the 

selected wave (see Section 5.3.3.3) which ia a wave with a period of 

1, 2 secords and a wave hei.Ot of 40 -· '1he parameters i.nveetilated. 

were the elope of the wave absorber, the necem1i ty for a • t ter, and 

the optina m.mber of holes in the wave absorber and their size. 'lbe 

opti.aa chamber l~ 'WB8 also identified. 'lhia i.nvesti.Otion· M:aB 

limited for time and the effects of all possible parameter& could not 

be investigated in as mJch det.ail as may have been desired. It. 

required 600 independent tests to produce the dat.a preal!llted, and 'WB8 

very time 0011SlDi.ng. 

5.3.5.1 '1he optian slope of the wave ab@orber 
Four different ohallber sizes were ompu"ed for vari°'9 wave at.orber 
slopes, the slope of the "Wave absorber bei.lc measured from the 

horizcmtal. For Design 1 (Fig 5.6a) 2,2° appears to be the optima 

slope. '!he optima slope for Deeign 2 (Fia 5.8b) is 2,7°. '1beae two 

results produce an ave1"8ife optiam angle of 2,5°. 
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b) 
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Fig 5.6 Optimia Mlve absorber 
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5.3.5.2 . 'lbe i-nz11u'r- of the obri!T 
Fig 5. 7 Optimia wave absorber 
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In this experiment the cheeber waa removed and ~ to reaulta 

with the cheeber wall inoltded (see fla. 6.7). In fia. 5.7 the 

lencth of the chamber for the wave absorber without a cha ter 1Bll, 

is the distance frcm the end wall of the fl..e to the poaition 

no:rnal.ly occupied by the chawber wall. '!here is a Iarse difference 

bet'Weell the two~ showina that a chamber is required. The 

author feels that the relative position:ina of the ch.,....,.. wall with 

respect to the wave absorber could also have been inveaticated. 
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5.3.5.3 QptimLIR Il\.lllber of holes 

For Design 1 two sets of holea were tested 

i J 120 12 - diameter holes in 145 x 590 - 2 

ii) 120 12 mn diameter and 108 5 - diameter holes in 

145 x 590 ..... 2 

'Ihe first case (Fi•· 5.8a) •ivea superior results. 

For Design 2 two sets of holes lollere also tested 

i) 182 10 Diil diameter holes in 146 x 680 - 2 

ii) 182 10 na diameter and 150 5,5 - di~ter boles in 

145 x 680nm2 

Allain the first case (~ 5.8b) •ives superior results. 

Fraa these results a relationship 'Wl!UI required to relate the data 

obtained frc:n each of the two des1-ns. It was alao necet111a17 to 

acccu'lt for the effectiveness of the different bole aizee med in the 

two desians. 'Ihe two desiins can be related by the .. of the 

hydraulic radii of the holes in the tBve absorber. '1be hydraulio 

radius (R) is the area of the hole divided by its perimeter. The 

sllllDE!d hydraulic radius per writ area sillplifies to 

~ R = i nr/A 

where n = lUllber of holes par unit area 

r = radius of the holes <-> 
A = t.mi.t area -vxwpt••ire the boles <-2

> 

Usinlr this relaticmship, the data for Deei.O 1 oomrerta to 

i) 120 12 - ~ holes : i- nr/A = 4160/1000 x 1000 

ii) 120 1~ diameter and 108 5-a di.-t.er boles; 

1 2' nr/A = 5720/1000 x 1000 
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Fig 5. 8 Opti.a.- wave absorber 
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and the data for Dee~ 2 oonverta to 

i) 

i l ) 

1 182 10.. cilimeter holes: '2'nr/A = 4615/1000 x 1000 

182 10.. dia.!ter and 150 5,5- diameter holes; 

1 
'2'nr/A = 7636/1000 x 1000 
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'lbe best results were obtained fnm the first ca11e for both designs 

(Fi.JC 5.8 a,b). en these results it was conolOOed that 

i) 'Ihe diameter of the hole is not cri tioal, tJncb it may- still 

be influential (Design l's 12 .. holes and Des~ 2's 10 -

holes both produced good resul ta. ) 

ii) 'lbe ideal hydraulic raditm relationship is 

1 
'2' nr/A = 4500/1000 x 1000. 

To scale the hydraulic radil.8 relati<Jllllhip, the relati<mmbip can be 

considered to be 

1 '2'nr/L for a tnit width 

So i nr/L is dimenaionleu and can therefore be BA>lied to my 

chanae in acale of the IOiel without cbanae. 

So i nr/L = 4,5 per tnit width. 

5.3.5.4 Sir,e of the qhnpbnr 

Fig 5. 8 mo.. that for the optima az 1wcement of the holes, Dea* 1 

with 12 - diameter holes and Des~ 2 with 10 - di..lmeter holee, a 

am.her lercth of 400.. is optima. '!be reason for thia relationship 

is identified in Section 5.3.4 (i). 

5.3.5.5 Other factors affectinc the efficiency of the MIV9 amorber 
Two f aotors were identified that could improve the ef f ioi911C7 of the 

wave absorber. 

i) If the front of the wave absorber ia allowed to oacillate with 

the wave, then a shorter tt.:l results. 
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ii) A particularly ilmportant feat\ll"e identified was to place an 

object of height H, where H/d = 0,2, 30 to 60 nm in front of 

the leading edaie of the wave absorber. This object should 

have holes t.hrouaib it. 'Ibis obstruction halves the averace 

tbld, which lolOU!d appear to be a 20 to 3~ decrease in the 

coefficient of reflection. It is believed that the water 

oscillating past this obstruction absorbs loBve energy that 

would not normally be affected by the 1'Bve absorber. 

5.3.6 Desim for the prototme wave absorber 

5.4 

To obtain the maxi.ma llUlber of -wave absorber& f raa a sheet of 

plywood, an absorber lenath of 810 - 'Wall selected. 'ftlia ia also the 

length initially obtained frca scalina Hamill'• data. If the 

absorber lercth had been scaled aooordi.JC to DesilPl 1 or 2, the 

prototype absorber lenath would have been 885 - or 1020 -

respectively. It is felt that this chanae would not creat.e a larile 

increase in the coefficient of reflection as the i.ncreaae in lerct.h 

of DesilPl 2 over Design 1 did not produce significant. differences in 

the ttmd.'s. 

'Ibe slope for the prototype tBve absorber -should. be 2,5°. 'lhe llUll:>er 

of holes and their size were obtained f rca the relationabip 

~ nr/L = 4,5 per writ width. Bach absorber which ia 810 by 1220.. 

has j. nr/880 x 1220 = 4445. So 1334 13 - diameter bole11 were 

drilled in each of the four wave absorbers. '!be +=ber lerwth 

should be 3/2 x 400 = 600 -· A suitable obatructic:m of bei.Pt 

h/d = 0,2 should be UBed 60 - in front of the 1'Bve abaorber• 

5.4.1 Qwpez:a fositiQDjng 

'lbe Zeise Jena UI{ ameraa are positioned ~tely 5 metre. 

above the water surface, 1, 9 m!tres ape.rt and are al1-nec\ parallel to 

the wave •enerator. 'lbe effective fo:nmt size is 120 - x 160 -

(see Section 5.1.1), this •ives each a.era an effective field of 

view of 6 x 8 •· 'lbe cameras are poeiticmed with their 1mc axea 
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parallel to the wave paddle, this produces an overlap area of 6,1 111., 

so each camera covers the entire width of the wave basin. 

5.4.2 Control ooint net!:!OJ'k 

A ccmtrol point network is required BO the amera.s can be poeitioned 

in the global axes of the wave basin usinli the theory of projective 

transf onations (see Section 2. 1.1 (ii)) • Wel.haa (1982) invest1-ated 

the relationship between ~t accuracy and the control point 

canfiguraticm. Welhaa showed that accuracy improved siotlficantl.y 

when up to 16 to 20 control points were used. 'lbe aocuracy then 

improved very little for further incre&se in the m.mber of control 

points. As a result a network of sixteen oontrol points has been 

adopted for use in the wave basin (fi.a. 5.9). 

'1be control points were arrarced in three ~. Ccntrol points 

(1-4)(fraa fig 5.9) were 950 .. fraa the base of the wave basin, 

control point (5-12) were 750 .. fraa the base of the basin md. 

control points (13-16) were 80 - fraa the base of the buin. '1bese 

four control points were placed in tins BO that they could be placed 

below the water surface. It was required that the ranae of level.a of 

the control points straddle the water surf ace BO hei.abta Oil the 

water surface can be interpolated with respect the control points and 

not extrapolated, when caloulati.rc their heights fraa the theory of 

projective transformations. 

Plate 5. 11 A control point 

co 
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'!be design of the control points are based on the black hole theory. 

'!be control points (plate 5.11) consist of a hollow structure 

(pvc pipe) painted 11&tt black on the inside with a plate on top. 'lbe 

plate is matt black on the bottan and gloss white on top, with a hole 

( 8 .. diameter) in the centre of the plate. nus hole now acts as 

the most black object possible, as no liaht can be reflected fl'Olll it. 

In this way any shadows fran the overhead projectors (see Section 

5.4.3) which fall on the control point, can easily be identified frma 

the actual black hole. 

It is required that the positiOllS of the control point.8 be known to a 

hiah ~ of aocuraoy (.. 1 - in x:yz). To do this braaa cones were 

turned that fitted into the control point. 'lbe brass oones were 

exactly 10 Diii frca the surface of the black bole to their apex. 'lbe 

control point coordinates ( x. , y. , z. ) were then calculated. relative 
l. l. l. 

to these points. '!be real coordinates of the centres of the oontrol 

points were then (x. , y. , z. - 10) • '!be heiOt of the apex of the 
l. l. l. 

cones was obtained using a metre rule and a level. 'lbe diat.arv>ett 

between the control points was then memrured with a tape. 'Ibis data 

was then used in a least squares adjlmt.!nt prvap11a to obtain the 

coordinates of the control points. '!be coordinates of the points 

were finally established to within a standard deviation of 1,15 -· 

5.4.3 Water surface identification 

It is essential that the ~es obtained by the two cameras, '4M!ll1 

piotographilllr a wave pattern, be syncbrmdsed and of short dlll'ation 

(see Section 3. 2) • To do this a flash of short duraticm i• V8r7 

effective. Conventional flashes can not be used aa they would 

produce a monotonous ~e (see Sectim 3 .1) • To overocme the lack 

of contrast in the images, four overhead projectors mounted on the 

ceiling are used (plate 5.12). Flash bulbs of short duratial 1/2000 

seconds are used instead of the nonml liaht bulbs in the project.ore. 

Any desired pattern can now be projected onto the lolllter surface 

during the flash. 
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Plate 5.12 Overhead projectors mounted on the ceiling. 

F.ach overhead projector illtainatea a 3 x 3 a2 area of the leve 

basin. To cover the entire area of the teve basin four overhead 

projectors are required. '11le slower camera fires 8 milli-seoonds 

after the faster camera, when both cameras are siatl.taneoml.y 

triggered. To obtain an imaae fraa both cameras, the flash is 

connected to the slower camera and the shutter speeda are set to 1/30 

second. In this way the shutter of the faster amera is still open 

when the flash is set off by the slower camera. 

The original pattern projected onto the leter surface was a ranicm 

letraset pattern. '11lis pattern is good for identifyi..nc p>Bition 'When 

viewing the images stereoscopically, but the author found it 

difficult to accurately obtain the position of points with thia 

pattern. Small black paint dots were placed on the overhead 

projector screens in conjunction with the letraset pattern. 'lhia 

pattern was much easier to view accurately stere<BXJpioall.y. 
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'Ihe overhead projectors needed to be f OCUBed to the 150 11111 water 

depth. To do this a nol'llBl. liaiht bulb was positioned just in front 

of the flash htlb in the overhead projector. A white object 150 Jmt 

high was then placed :t>elow the overhead projector. 1be overhead 

projector was then focused for the best clarity of the letraset 

p1.ttern. 

5.4.4 'Ihe wave trigger mechanism 

Previous experiments (Petzer 1987) to Jiiotogra)ii the superimposed 

wave for normal clapotis (section 4.2) were not successful, as it "88 

difficult to synchratlse the instant the ]ilotograpis ~re taken with 

the instant the super-imposed wave occurred. Petzer (1987) tried to 

visually calibrate the instant the waves were super-imp>eed with the 

position of the wave generator to triuer the cameras. '!be 

inaocuracies in this method were 1.ariie as shown by the poor 

coefficients of reflection obtained (K = 0,4 to 0,5) 
r 

To obtain opti.naa results, a triUer wd>ani- was required at the 

reflecti.na wall which would triuer the cameras when the ma.Yi•• wave 

height was reached. 'lbe triUer mechanisa selected was baaed on an 

integrated circuit (l.M 1830) designed for detectlrc the presence, 

absence, or level of polar fluids (National Semiconductors 1978). 

'lbe I.M-1830 is a monolithic bipolar integrated circuit that 

determines the presence or absence of the fluid .by COllplrire the 

resistance of the fluid between the probes with the resistance 

internal to the integrated circuit. When the probe resistance 

increases above a preset valve the low current rel.iv oormected to the 

integrated circuit closes, and the circuit to triUer the ~ras is 

closed (plate 5 .13). 
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Plate 5.12 The wave trigger 

The cameras are triggered frcm the synchronisation box built by Pos 

(1984) and were triggered frcn. one of t'WO micro switches connected. to 

the wave generator. The synchronisation box was modified by 

replacing the micro switches with the low current relay in the water 

detection circuit. In this way when the low current relay circuit 

was closed the cameras would be triggered. The water detection 

circuit was momited above the wave wall on a variable position stand 

(Plate 5.12). The flow chart (f:ig.5.10) shows the interaction of the 

various canponents required to obtain the stereo pair of a stand.ina 

wave. 



Fig 5 .10 Flow chart of OMera firi.na prooerhrre 
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6. AglJISITI~ OF BXPBRIMBtfrAL DATA 

6.1 Selection of mmrters for the waves ienerated. 
6. 1.1 Water depth 

For all experiments a water depth of 150 millu.rtres was used. 'Ibis 

water depth was selected as 

i) for this water depth, the deviatiOllS in water depth due to 

unevenness of the wave basin floor are less than 1% 

ii) 

(see Section 5.2.1), 

a vertical wall is seldaa built in shallow water (d/L < 0,04), as 

intense scouring would ~ at the base of the structure (Jarlan 

1961). A lbri.t for the shallowest water -wave to be tested of 

d/L = 0,09 was selected, as the horizontal velocity (U8 ) is ~l 

enough (UH < 1,5 11/s) to produce llini-.1. SOCJlll"ilc at a 1 : 100 

scale. 'Ibe investiiation also requires sufficient -waves be 

present in the }ilotoarapb to allow a atood anal.)"Bis of the wave 

pattern, a mi.ni.mln of two full waves was required to be visible. 

Fran this requirement for the maxi.a.a wavelenath, and the 

requirment for the miniaita d/L ratio a water depth of 150 

millimetres was used. 

6.1.2 Waye periods selected. 

'Ibe initial -wave period (T) selected was T • 1,5 seomda, baaecl on the 

wavelength obtained fram section 6.1.1. '1be anal.7Bia of the stereopai.rs 

for T = 1,5 showed a series of high and low points ooourrinl acroaa the 

wave crests and tJ:'OUldis. '1be paddle was considered. to be Vf!r'7 stiff, and 

it was tmlikely that these high and low points were bei.Jc omwed by the 

wave pdile (see Section 5.2.2). 

Resonance in an enclosed basin was inveatiiated aa a poaaible explanation 

(Coastal Engineerif1' Reseach Centre 1984) • Reeonanoe in an encloaed wave 

basin requires the formation of a standinlr wave with anti-nodea at the 

two boundaries, usually vertical walls. Resonance will ooour when the 

forcing wave has a wavelenath (L) that is scme m.tl.tiple of a boriJxntal. 

dimension of the wave basin <La - length or width). So the diaenaion 1"s 
must be a atltiple of L/2. 
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So T = n " ) for n = 1,2,3, ••• 

For waves entering the basin with a period close to one calculated fraa 

the above equation, resonance will occur. For smtller values of n, the 

amplitude of the :resonarXJe can be siOrlficant. Using this equation, 

where La is the width of the wave be.sin, the followina values were 

calculated (table 6.1). 

Table 6.1 Resonant periods for the width of the MlVe basin 

n 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

T 8,66 4,35 2,92 2,31 1,79 1,51 1,31 1,17 1,06 0,97 
n 

Table 6.1 shows that T = 1,5 seconds is one of the natural periods for 

rescmance. No further experiments were done for T = 1,5 seoonds. 'lbe 

further experi.uelts for the standing wave with the crest parallel to the 

wall, were done for T = 1, 01 seconds, which is between the two na:tm-al 

periods of the wave be.sin. 

For oblique reflection, T = 0,765 seconds was also investi.cated., aa it 

increased the ntlllber of repetitions of the standing Mlve pattern. T = 
0,765 is not a natural period, but as the wave abaorbera are \.med for 

oblique reflection it was not serious if T = 0,765 waa a critical period. 

6.1.3 Wave height 

'!be maxi.nm wave heights that could be created, without the wa~ beirc 

close to breaking, were investiaated. Fhotogrmmet.ry deterainea the 

heights of points on the waves with a standard deviation of 2 -· B7 
me.xi.mi.sing the waveheight, the percentage error oocurri.ng in the 

}ilotogrannetry would be minimised.. For the :individml wave period& 

tested for different wave scenarioe, the Mlve he1-bt was always kept 
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constant to ensure that the results frca different wave soeaarios could 

be canpared. Breaki..r1' waves were however investigated for Mach wave 

reflection. 

6. 2 Considerations for the experj nmtni prooedtn 
6.2.1 The occurrence of the repeatable leve 

'lhe wave iienerator takes 4,5 eeoonds to start up, and then the starter 

switches over to run. In the first 4,5 secorxls the waves developed ore 

smaller than average 'Wave generated later. At the point 1"lhen the motor 

switches over, a si..r1'le large wave is generated. All waves •enerated 

after this appear to be regular. It is important that the discrepancies 

in .the generated wave be allowed for in determin.ina when the Pl<>too'aPi 
of the wave pattern should be taken. It was noticed that the size of 

the wave generated is dependent on how lcxc the wave aenerator had been 

nm before the test. As a result the wave generator was always run 

before a test, but discrepancies still occurred. 

6.2.2 Riotographing the incident l-18.Ve 

Initial attempts to }ilotccraPi the incident "8ve were not suooesaful. 

For these tests the wave wall was situated at the end of the wave basin, 

parallel to the iienerated crest. 'lhe wave triuer was then poaitioned at 

the wave wall just above the water surface, so the first wave crest 

generated would set the cameras off. When the problem with the initial 

waves generated was realised, an alternative approach MIS required. 

The wave absorbers that were developed (see Sectic:m 5. 3) were extrem!ly 

efficient, so the wave absorbers were used to abJorb the initial waves 

generated. The l-18.Ve absorbers were placed at the far end of the "8ve 

basin, with the wave wall pushed aaainst the aide of ·the wave basin. 'lbe 

time for the large wave generated to reach the wave absorber f rca 

starti..r1' was taken. For the tests the camerae were set off after this 

time. 'Ille stereo pairs taken then recorded an entire ~ar lBWt train. 



6.2.3 Riotograt:hina the standing wave 

6.2.3.1 'lbe standing wave 

6.4 

'lbe standing wave, with the crest pe.rallel to the reflecting wall, has a 

definite maxiaa time before which the stereopair muet be taken. 'Ibis is 

the time fraa when the first wave is generated, which is then reflected 

fran the reflecting wall, reflected frcn the wave paddle and then \.Dltil 

just before the wave enters the area of }'.ilotograpiy. Unf orbmately for 

large pericxl waves this time is not long enough for the waves generated 

in the first 4,5 secollds to have travelled out of the area of 

}ilotograpiy. 'Ibis factor needs to be caisidered during analysis. 

Plate 6.1 'lbe water surface as last wave generated reaches the wave 

absorber 

6.2.3.2 1he oblique At@nding wave 
'Ihe oblique ~ wave with the crest oblique to the refleotlnli 1all, ~ 

does not have a definite maxiaa ti.me in which the stereopairs -.mt be 

taken. 'Ihe wave absorbers are very effective in abaorbvi.Dll the reflected 

wave, and lead to a steaidy state situation where very little interference 
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exists. In plate 6 .1 the wave aenerator has been switched off and the 

last wave generated is breakina on the loBVe absorber. There is very 

little disturbance on the rsainina water surface except for two 

reflected Mach steam which were abion&lly large waves. Al though the 

wave absorbers are very effective, to minimise the interference created, 

the stereopairs were taken just after the large wave generated after 4,5 

secords had reached the wave absorber. 

6.2.4 Obtainiruc sbmclinc waves 180° out of dmr 
'l'he stereo pair with the crest parallel to the reflecting Ml.11 requires 

two stereo pairs to be fully described.. The stereopa:irs are required 

when crest is at the wall, and then 180° later when the trcJIUldi is at the 

wall. 'lbese two stereo pairs allow the maxiwt. for each antinode to be 

described.. 

'lbese DBXi.Jna. at the antinodes are obtained using the wave tri.aer (see 

Section 5.4.5). To obtain the maxima for the crest at the wall (an 

antinode) the wave triuer is placed at the reflecting wall and adjusted 

so that when the DBXim.D wave height is reached at the antinodes, the 

wave just touches the wave triaer and the cameras are set off. To 

obtain the 111BXima for the troulh at the wall, the wave tri.aer was placed 

L/2 away from the wall, and positioned above the antinode where the 

crests would be super:i.mpoaed. '11le wave trigger was then adjusted to set 

the C8111eras off when the JIB.Yi•• wave heiibt was reached. There is a 

known delay of 8 milliseconds before the Cam!ras are fired after beilc 
trigaered. To compensate for this delay the wave triaer 1e11 placed a 

couple of IDilli.Jletres below the heiaht that just triaered the wave 

trigger. 

6. 2. 5 Positioniruc the wave pajcU e 

To ensure repeatability of the generated. wave, so the wave data could be 

campared, the wave paddle was al~ started frma the same position in 

each test. The starting of the wave paddle frma the same position for 

each experinait ensures that 
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i) the statiooary water level (SWL) is kept 0<X1Stant. 'lbe wave 

peddle is a displ"Cftlellt wave paddle, and the difference in SWL 

between the two extreme positions of the wave paddle is 2 -· 

SWL can only be aocurately known if the wave paddle ia started 

fraa the same position 

ii) the wave train is as similar as possible for successive tests. 

'nle wave peddle was started frcm its furthest fonard position. 'nlis 

position was selected as 

i) the wave peddle is linked eccentrically to a rotatile caa, so the 

wave paddle moves in an approxilately sinusoidal moti<n (see 

Section 5. 2. 4) • When the wave paddle is furthest forward, its 

position is defined by sin • where • = 1r /2, for the cam. In this 

position, ~use of the sine f\.mction, sliidit inaocuracies in the 

desired ana&le • of the caa do not chalee the position of the 

paddle siorlficantly. nits ~be caiipired to the a1C1i l.arlier 

displ.BOEBents of the wave paddle that would occur for the ~ 

inaocuracies in • where the desired • was • = "• 21'. By selecting 

the position of the wave paddle to be furthest foniard., errora in 

the static positionirc of the rotatina caa are miniaiaed and there 

is more chance for repeatability. 

ii) by start~ the wave paddle in its moat fonard position, ~ the 

wave peddle starts, its moves baoblards aooeleratina& and then 

forwards, ensurina that the laraest possible first. creet ia 

developed. in case it is ever recorded in a Jiiotccra.Pi· 

6.2.6 Detepaining the 8WL for a steJWR!jr 

nie SWL changes by 2 - depmdina on the wave paddle poai tic:m. For arry 

stereopair the initial SWL will always be the ~iaa, but the SWL for 

the stereopair needs to be deterained, as the loilllVe paddle is not 

necessarily in its maxima positicm when the stereo pair ia ~. 

In this investigation the SWL for the stereopair "88 considered to be the 

SWL for the positicm of the wave paddle when the stereopair MUI 

Ji1otoo-aJi1ed. To record the position of the wave paddle when the 

stereopair was :Pio'tolira.Jiied, a st.rut was pinned to the leve paddle, with 

the other en! supported on a calibrated white board in the field of view 
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Plate 6.2 Typical stereopair 
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Table . 6.2 List of stereope.irs 

Stereopair Angle of Periods Wave Height Cament 

Nl.lober crest(e ) (s) Settinlr 0 

3 900 1,5 75 Standina wave - crest at wall 

10 900 1,5 75 Stard:i.na wave - crest at wall 

12 900 1,5 75 Standina wave - trouadl at wall 

13 900 1,01 138 St.arldi.na wave - trcxch at wall 

16 900 1,01 138 s~ wave - creet at wall 

17 69° 1,01 138 Oblique reflection 

18 69° 0,765 182 Oblique reflection 

19 47° 0,765 182 tihob reflection 

20 34° 0,765 182 Hach reflection - "9ve breald..nl( 

21 340 0,765 224 Hach reflection 

22 34° 1,01 156 Hach ref leotion 

23 34° 1,01 138 Hach ref leotion - crest breakinl( 

24 56° 1,01 120 Hach reflection - wave breakinl( 

25 25° 0,765 224 Mech ref lectica 

26 20° 0,765 224 Hach reflection 

27 110 0,765 224 Hach ref leotion 

28 - 0,765 224 Incident wave 

29 - 0,765 182 Incident 18ve 

30 - 1,01 156 Incident wave 

31 - 1,01 138 Incident wave 

32 - 1,01 120 Incident wave 

33 - 1,5 75 Incident wave 

34 - - - Flat water surface d = 15cm 
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of the caneras. So when the stereopair is taken, the position of the 

wave peddle is recorded. by the relative position of the em of the strut 

to the calibration markers. 'lbe calibration me.rks represent the max.in.a 

position of the wave peddles oscillation. 'Ihe height by 1'ilicb the SWL 

should be decreased could then be determined. to an aocuracy of 0,25 ... 

6.3 'Ihe display of the results obtained bx stereo analYBia 

6.3.1 List of the stereopairs obtained 

'Ihe typical stereopair consists of a pair of neptives, the ocmtact print 

of two such neaatives can be seen in plate 6.2. If these points are 

viewed stereoscopically clapotis gaufre is visible. All the tmeful 

stereopairs obtained are listed in table 6.2. 

6.3.2 Acquisition of data fraa the stereomirs 

F'rCB the pairs of negatives f orminli a stereopair the hei,pt coordinate& 

of the point on the wave surface are ohlerved on the stereo ~tor 

(Section 5.1.2) aid then calculated by the HP9816 micI'OOOlllpUter 

(Section 5. 1. 3) • 'Ihese values are down-loaded onto the VAX mainframe 

(Section 5.1.4). Usina a software package "SACLANT" available on the 

VAX the data can be manipulated to prodooe contour plots. 

'Ihe contour plots were the pri.m.ry source of inf onmtion for the anal.yais 

of the wave reflection patterns. A stereope.ir (34) was taken of the 

stationary water surf ace to obtain the SWL in teIWJ of the z coordinate& 

for the wave basin. 'Ihis water depth, less the correction for the 'WllYe 

peddle position (see Section 6.2.6), was subtracted frma all the wave 

heiaht values. 'Ihe contour plots l«JU!d then show the trouPa with 

negative contour values aid the crests with positive ccmtour valuea. '!be 

contour plots were produced. with 5 millimetre ccmtoura to a 1 : 25 acale. 

Fig. 6.1 is a typical contour plot, all the ccmtour plot.a of the 

stereope.irs appear in Apperdi.x A. 



Fig 6.1 Contour plot - Clapotis gaufre 
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6.4 Procedure for the ana.lmi1 of the oogtour ploy 

6. 4. 1 Incident !9ves 

6.11 

~ determination of the llO&t probable incident wave characteristics is 

important as all future analysis is based on the ocmpa.rison between the 

incident wave and the various st.andiJ'c waves. The lines markina the 

crests and trotCbs are drawn on the cxmtour plot (fia 6.2), then lines 

were drawn across the waves, parallel to the wave ort:hoc<mal. 'Ibis was 

done to obtain an ave~e hei.Pt across the wave as the '8Ve8 varied by 

up to 10 Diil in height across the lerctb of a crest or trough. For a 

particular wave crest or tl'OlCh, the heiitits at the interaections of the 

crest of t:rouah line and the wave orthOl&ooals were interpolated f rcm the 

contours. The ave~e crest (a.) or tl'OlCh (at.) Blllplittde is then 
C1 1 

calculated toiether with its standard deviation. Frcm the crest arid 

trough amplittdes the wave height between the oreata md tracba 1"1811 

obtained.. 'l.bese wave heiahts were a~, reoccni •ire that the initial 

waves iienerated 111.1St be mdtted if they were recorded in the atereopair. 

The wave height (H) was then used for calculati.na the ooeffioisits of 

reflection, rather than the wave Blllplitudea, as the "8Ve bei.Cbt is 

indeperdent of mean water level (MWL) fluctuaticma, like setup. '1be 

l~ between consecutive crests and t.l'OUllhs were ---..red and then the 

average wave lenath was obtained. with its staniard deviation. 

4.2 Standinc waves 

The ave~e standi.r1' wave crest Blllpli t1des (a ) , Uoul'1 Blllpl.i tu.ta. 
OS 

( ats), and standi.r1' wave heiabts (H
8

) were obtained in the - ~ as 

for the incident wavea. These valuea· are then campU"'8d to t.be 

correspcn:liJC incident wave data to obtain the ooef f ioisita of ref leotion 

(K ) • The coefficients of reflection oan be detendned frcm 
r 

H - H. s 1 

R. 
1 

Fraa the data presented it would also be plllllible to detendne "Mbether 

any setup has ocx:rurred, even thol.ch the 'HaVe iienerator bad onl.7 1Ul for a 

short ti.IE. The wavelenaths for the standinlr wave can alllO be oallpl.l"ed 

to the wavelenaths of the incident M!ve. 
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6.4.3 Oblique wave reflection 

~ the contour plots the l:inea for the crests and troughs of the incident 

and reflected waves are drmm (fig 6.3). Fran these lines the positions 

and angles of the ~ oocurri.ng can easily be measured. The line 

representi.ng the reflected wave ortho.ronal from the initial point of the 

reflecti.ng wall is drmm as a dotted line. This dotted line represents 

the theoretical edge of the reflected wave with out diffraction effects 

occuri.ng. The trough and crest amplib.des for point values can easily be 

determined. This data is then caapared to the incident wave, and the 

ooeff icients of reflection can be determined. 

In determining the coefficients of reflection for the oblique wave it is 

necessary to show the cbaniie in the coefficients of reflection within the 

spatial area of the wave basin. To do this contour plots of the 

coefficient of reflection were cxmputed for the two dimenaiCDll. area of 

the wave basin (see Fig. 6. 4) • A set of axes was used similar to the ooe 

used in Section 4.3, with the x axis 8S8UllM!d parallel to the reflecti.JC 

wall. 'lben the amplittdes for the crests md troulhs, W.etber with 

their coordinates on the defined axes were obtained. 'lbe coefficient of 

reflection for a particular antinode is then determined by addina that 

amplitude to the ave~e ampli ttde of the two oppoei te adjacent antinodea 

that are pu-allel to the reflectinlr wall and cxwpari.ng this heidit to the 

incident wave heiaht. This data is presented in Apperdix B • 



Fig. 6.2 

Stereope.ir 29, 

Scale 1 25 

Contour plot - Incident wave 

Incident wave, T = 0,765, H. 
l 

38,4nm 
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Fi•· 6.3 Contour plot - Oblique Nlve reflecticm 

Stereopair 18, 9 = 69°, oblique wave reflection, T = 0.765, H. = 38,4ITID 
0 1 

Scale 1 25 
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Fia 6.4 Contour plot - Coefficients of reflectiat 

Stereopair .18, fl = 69°, oblique wave reflection, T = 0.765, H. = 38,4mn 
0 1 

Scale 1 25 
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7. RmJLTS AND ANALYSIS 

7. 1 Incisient !§yeB 

The crest and trotlllh amplitudes and the correspording wave height for 

the various wave periods and wave generator settings is presented in 

Apperdix C. The values with an asterix (*) represent waves 1tenerated 

within the first 4,5 seoorrls (see Section 6.2.1), and were not 

inclu:ied in the calculations of the average incident wave height 

(H . ), There are deviations in the incident wave heights hat no 
l. 

pattern appears to be evident. The incident wave data for T=l,5 

seconds is poor, and the incident wave height could only be 

approximately determined. The average !§Ve heights and the average 

wave periods are presented in table 7.1. 

Table 7.1 Average incident wave data 

Coord 28 f'1lnrd 29 Coord 30 Coord 31 Coord 32 Coord 33 

Wave period ( s) 0,765 0.765 1,01 1,01 1,01 1,5 
/ 

Wave generator 
setting 224 182 156 138 120 78 

Average wave 
height (am) 24,8 38, 1 32,7 34,0 39,9 37,0 
Standard 
deviaticm 1,3 1,3 1,4 0,65 1,4 1,7 

Average wave 
lelli(th ( m) 0,762 0,771 1,122 1,122 1,122 1,850 
Standard 
deviation 0,013 0,010 0,016 0,025 0,031 0,126 

7.2 '1he Stand.inc Wave 

The wave data for the correspondirc stereopairs (10/12 and 13/16) is 

canpiled in tables 7.2 and 7.3 respectively. '1be amplitt.dee fraa 

each stereopair occur at oorrespordina anti.nodes, 180° out of Jimae, 
so both maxima at each antinode are described, and the standi.rc Mave 

height (H ) is easily determined. The values with an asterix (*), 
s 

representing waves 1tenerated in the first 4,5 seconds, were easily 
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identifiable and were not used for caope.rison. 'lbe data is canpe.red 

to the corresponding incident wave height, and the coefficients of 

reflection are calculated. for the different antinodes. 

Table 7.2 Starrling wave data from stereopiirs 10/12 for T=l,5 

A (nm) 62,3 36,3 31,7 40,2* 38,9* 33,4* cs 
Standard 
deviation 6,5 2,6 1,6 2,6 6, 1 1, 9 

Ats (-) 20,9 23,7 25,4 25,5 23,6 22,1 

Standard 
deviation 2,2 1,8 1,8 1,6 1,3 2,2 

H (mn) 83,1 60 57,1 65,5* 52,5• 55• 
B 

K 1,25 0,62 0,54 0,77• 0,42* 0,49• 
r 

(H.:37) 
.l 

Table 7.3 Standing "Wave data fran stereopiirs 13/16 for T=l,01 

a (nm) 54,5 36,1 37,6 34,8 
cs 

34,5 36,8 42,8• 30,1 24,6* 42,U 

Standard 
deviation 4,0 3,2 2,9 3,1 1,8 2,4 2,9 3, 1 9,9 6,5 

ats (DD) 34,2 28,0 26,4 31,8 27,4 27,6 27,2 32,0• 22,5 29,8 

Standard 
deviation 2,6 2,7 3,7 2,2 2,4 0,8 1,9 2,6 2,8 2,9 

H (DID) 
s 

88,7 64,0 64,0 66,6 61,9 64,4 70* 62,U 47.U 71,9• 

K 1,61 0.88 0,88 0,96 0,82 0,89 1,06• 0,83* 0,39• 1,12• 
r 

(H.:34,0) 
.l 



'lbe coefficients of reflection for T = 1,01 are higher and more 

regular than those for T = 1,5. 'lbe data for T = 1,5 is poor as 

there are too few waves to analyse, and the incident wave 

7.3 

(stereopair 33) seeaE to show that the wave train created for T = 1,5 

seconds is not regular. 'Ibis makes it difficult to obtain accurate 

data for the standing wave for T = 1,5. 

'Ihe data obtained for T = 1,01 appear more realistic, and produced 

interesting results. For T = 1, 01 an average coefficient of 

reflection of 0,89 was obtained, with an exception of the antinode at 

the wall, where a coefficient of reflection of 1,6 was obtained. 

Wiegel 1964(b) (see Section 4.2.4) sugaests the coefficient of 

reflection could reach a megni ttde of 1, 4 at the refleotinl& wall. 

Even for T = 1,5 the coefficient of reflection, based on the largest 

incident wave, was 1, 25 at the wall. 'Ibis phencmmon oocurrina at 

the reflecting wall is very interestinl& and could be very important 

in future harbour design. Fo~~f t.he- t.l'ourlh-at 

ec mg wa 1 is 22% deeper than the average antinode tl'OlCh 

depth away fran the wall, while the crest is 51% h~ than the le_ k/'Crl.Sf 
average antinode_cr.es~eight away frca the l. '1be extreme height 

that can be reached by the standina wave crest at the reflectina wall err I 

is very important for overtopping as it does not appear to have been 5 ¥'?! ~~ 

previously identified in the literature. 'lbe reason for theae µ~ . 

extremely large wave hei.ghts being developed at the reflectina wall ; =[) 
could be as a result of the waves being generated in relatively 

shallow water. When the water p:uticles strike the wall, acroaa the 

entire water depth, the water p:uticles are forced upoards, as this 

is the only \ml'eStrained direction for the water p:uticles to move 

in. 
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Table 7.4 StmDB.I'Y of reflection data 

Investigator d/L. H./L l. • K ave K wall Li/L 
l. l. r r s 

Moraes (1970) 0,05 0,008 0,72 - -
0,09 0,012 0,84 - -
0,22 0,025 0,87 - -

Schoemaker 0,25 0,06 0,92 - -
'lb.ijsse (1949) ~'~ ~ oz.S ~ 'lO 

Wiegel 

lm 

(1964a,b) - - - 1,4 1,05 

0,081 0,020 0,58 1,25 1,07 

o, 133 0,031 0,89 1,61 0,99 

In table 7.4 all pertinent data fraa previotm investip.tors, tccether 

with data obtained in this investigation (l.rn) is sumarised. Frmt 

the data presented by ~raes, Schoemaker and 'Dlijsse, and the data 

obtained at lm a trend appears to exist (see fi,a. 7.1). It appears 

that the degree of reflection is dependent on the type of wave beile 

reflected, namely the more shallow the wave the less the coefficient 

of reflection. A possible explanation for this trend ia that for 

standing waves the resulting orbital 1110tion is mainly in the vertical 

plane at the antinodes. For shallow waves orbital motion oocura 

throughout the water depth, so the creation the crest or trouldi 
requires a large scale movement of water be~ the antinodal 

troughs and crests, relative to deeper waves. Possibly this Iarae 

scale movement in water results in an inertial Iaa, and the Jilysical 

model does not behave as predicted by the theory. 
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Fig. 7.1 &mnary of reflection data 

Summary of Reflect ion Data 
Kr values for d/I ratios 

0.9 + <> 
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0 . 8 
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D Moroes 
d/l (Relative depth of wove) 

+ Schoemaker UCT 

It is interesting to note the decrease in the standing "Nave length 

compared. to the incident wave length for T = 1,5 (L./L = 1,07). 
]. 8 

'!his }ilenomenon was also identified by Wiegel (1964b) (see Section 

4.2.4) where the data presented gave an average ratio of 

L./L = 1,05. It is possible that due to the large difference in ]. s 
water particle orbital velocities throughout the entire depth of the 

two opposing shallow waves creates a hysteresis effect. 'Ihis results 

in the water particles not mov~ as far as they should before the 

next section in the cycle of the orbital motion. '!his effect was 

only noticed for the shallowest water wave (T = 1,5), where the lower 

coefficient of reflection occurs, so perhaps the two ~ are 

related by the interactions of the orbital motions of the two 

opposing wave trains. 
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In fig 7.2 the actual standing wave data is cc:mpe.red to the two wave 

theories presented in Section 4. 2. A typical s~ wave occuri.ng 

for T = l'. 01 is canplred against the first and second order wave 

theories. 'Ibis comparison shows that the standing 1"BVe 000\.U"ina 

appears to be between the first and second order. 'Ibis result could 

be expected as the wave is generated by the simple hmwmic motion of 

the wave p;.ddle. 

Fig. 7.2 Standing wave canpariBal 

Graph of Stand,ing Wave Data to Theory 
T = 1.01 , L = 1.122 , Hi = 34 mm 

50-r~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.2 

o Data 
x ( m ) 

+ 1st Order <> 2nd Order 

7.3 Oblique wave reflection 

Oblique reflection w8s investipted. for one angle, f 
0 

= 69°; where 

"t " is the anaile between the wall and the wave orthopnal . (see plate 
0 

7.1). For 9 = 69° two wave periods, T = 1,01 and T = 0,765 
0 
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(stereopairs 17, 18), were investigated. 'lbe dat.a obtained for 

T = 1,01 is poor because there are too few repetitions of the 

clapotis gaufre JBttern. It was suggested by previous investigators 

(see Section 4.4) that the border between clapotis gaufre and Mech 

reflection was e = 35 to 45°, while the present series of 
0 

investigations suggest that the Hach wave is developed for 9 s 47° 
0 

(Stereopair 19), where d/L. = 0,098 
]. 

Plate 7.1 Oblique wave reflection 

'lbe lines drawn on the contour plots ( St.ereopairs 17,. 18) , are drawn 

as best fit lines ~ the antinodes, oorrespondina to the 

incident and reflected troughs and crests. 'lbe arcles of incidence 

and reflection differ by t 0
, this is considered an acceptable 

experimental error. 'lbe differences between the intersections of 

these lines and the actual centres of the quaaiantincdea can be 

accolUlted for by the diffraction effects (see Section 7.3.1), as well 

as by the tmevenness of the actual waves which could off set the 
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Fig. 7.3 Diffraction effect of the reflected wave 
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centre& of the antinodee. 'lhe incident Bid reflected. wave lengths do 

not differ, Bid the wavelercth of the quasiantincxies is L/cos9 as 
0 

predicted.. 

7.3.1 Diffr&ction effects 

Fig 7.4 Coefficient of Reflection (K ) plot T = 0,765; 
r ' = 69° 0 

Stereopair 18, 9
0 

= 69°, oblique wave reflection, T : 0.765, H. : 
l 

38,4mn 

-
~---~--------------0t· 0 

e. 10-------i 

-e 3e 

Scale 1 25 
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When caaparing the reflection pattern developed to the theo1"7, it can 

be seen that the lines repI"esenting the quasiantinodal lines rake 

backwards slightly (see fig. 7.3). It appears that the edge of the 

reflected wave, the section of the wave first reflected. by the wall, 

acts as a wave that has just passed a single breakwater creating a 

diffraction pattern. 'Ibis results in the bending of the edae of the 

reflected wave, which changes the positions of the antinodes so that 

they rake backwards in a curve. 

'!be coefficient of reflection (K ) plots (see Section 6.4 3) are only 
r 

presented for T = 0,765 and t = 69°, (see f;ia. 7.4). For the 
0 

T.= 1,01 center plots only 1,5 wave l~ are visible, so no 

meaningful trems could be established on the K plot. 
r 

In fia 7.4 the incident wave orthotional is drawn sbowiJC the edire 

of the wave basin, joined to the initial point on the refleotile wall 

"A". '!be dotted line represents a reflected wave ort.hoconal, drawn 

fraa point A. 'Ibis dotted line represents the line alorc which the 

reflected wave would travel without diffraction. 'ftle contours for 

the K contour plot are similar to those for the oonventional 
r 

diffraction pattern obtained for a single brealoater .(see fil(. 7.5) 

In the Kr plot the reflected. orthogonal passes between the ocntoura 

K = 0,5 to 0,6; 
r 

while for the diffraction di.aan-, which is for a 

similar wave anale, the wave orthogonal also passes between the lines 

of equal diffraction K' = 0,5 to 0,6. In both cases , the edge wave 

orth°'onals have a wave heiaht of 0,5 H. to 0,6 H.. 'Ibis appeera to 
l. l. 

confirm that the 00.e of the reflected. wave does behave as a 

diffracted wave as expected. Between A and A' there is a gradlal 

increase in K • 'Ibis is not realistic as the cont.curer interpolated 
r 

the contours bebleen A and the first antinode at t.he lomll. If more 

information fran further experiments was available, the contours 

would most probably increase more rapidly, and look more like the 

initial section of the diffraction diacraa. 



Fig 7.5 Wave diffraction di.a8ram - 75° wave &nale (Frcm Coastal 

Bnaineerina Research Centre, 1984). 

0 

0 
en 

7 .11 

( ofter Wie9t l , 1962 I 

7.3.2 Degree of reflection 

It would be realistic to 8B8Ulle that diffraction does occur for the 

edge of the reflected wave, so as both the diffraction diaain

suggest similar values al<ma the wave orthogonal it would appear that 

the. coefficient of reflection is• 1, '!he Kr oontour plot showa that 

for where diffraction effects do not occur, K • 1. 'l1ie necative 
r 

contour values in the K oontour plot are attrih.rt.ed to the variation 
r 

in the incident wave heights. 

7.4 Mach wave reflection 

Mach wave reflection was investigated for two wave periods T = 0,765 

and T = 1, 01. 'Ihe majority of tests were done usina T = 0, 765 where 

the effect of chanae in incidence was investiaated. Testa were 



Fili 7.6 Contour plot of Mach wave reflection 

Stereope.ir 20, 9 = 34°, Mach wave reflection, T = 0,765, H. = 38,4111Jl 
0 1 

Scale 1 : 25 
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performed for .T = 1,01 with t
0 

= 34°, to invest.gate the effect of the 

incident wave heiaht on Mach reflection. 

'lbe Mach stem width appears to grow linearly fraa the start of the 

wall (see Fig. 7.6), which is consistent with the observations of 

previous investigators. 'lbe Sllltle the Mach stem O"OWB at is a. '1be 

Mach stem width is made dimensionless by dividina by the incident 

wave length. en this basis ccmparisons could be made between 

different wave periods. 

From the data available it appears that the startina anale for 

identifiable Mach wave reflection is f = 47° (Stereopair 19). In 
0 

Fig 7.6 it can be seen that the effect of the Had>. Mlve is that the 

normal oblique reflection pattern starts a finite distance 8NlY fraa 

the wall. 'Ibis distance, 88 defined in Section 7.4.1, is the width 

of the Mach stem (B). For the section of linear growth of the Hach 

wave, the incident wave is reflected 88 if an imaai.nary reflectina 

wall was positioned. at (8
0 

+ a) 0
• Once the Mach stem has achieved 

Dlturity the incident wave reflects fraa an imlCinary wall, parallel 

to the actual wall, but positioned B away fraa the actual wall. 'lbe 

incident and reflected. wavelenaths are similar, and the Mach "WBVeS 

have a wavelenath of L ./cost . 'lbe Sllltles of incidence and 
1 0 

reflection are similar, about the correepondirc imlei.nary walls. 

7. 4. 1 Definition of the Mach wove 

'lbe Mach stem width (B) has been previoualy defined bT Berser and 

Kohlhase (1976) 88 the distance fraa the reflectinS wall to the 

t:rc>Uldi adjacent to the Mach wave (see Section 4.4). Prem the contour 

plots of the Mach waves (see fig 7.6) obtained, it waa realised that 

the Mach stem width needed to be redefined. In fig 7.6 the incident 

and reflected waves have been identified with best fit lines placed 

through the relevant antinodes. 1be initial intersection of the 

incident and reflected. lines occurs either at a crest or a t.rolell, 

and would normally represent the antinode adjacent to the ref lectina 
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wall, intersecting on the lx>tmdary of the wall for conventional 

oblique reflection. It is proposed that the Mech stem width be 

defined as the distance fran the wall to the intersection 

representing the final antinode before the wall. It is according to 

this definition that the Mach stem width will be canpared in this 

investigation. 

7.4.2 Relationships investigated for Mech wave reflection 

. '!here appear to be three factors which affect the resulting Mach 

wave. 'Ihe factors identified are 

i) angle of incidence 

ii) period of the incident wave, or its wavelength 

ifi) incident wave height. 

7.4.2.1 Effect of angle of incidence 

To investigate the effects of the anaile of incidence, only one set of 

data is available, stereopairs 21, 25, 26, 27. For these stereopairs 

the wave period was constant (T = 0,765) and the incident wave heiaht 

was also kept constant (H. = 24,8 DD). 'Ihe data for these 
l. 

stereopairs is presented in table 7.5. 

Table 7.5 De.ta for T = 0,765; H. = 24,Sma 
l. 

Stereopair 9 Tan 9 a B Hax:iaa H /H. 
0 0 s l. 

21 

25 

26 

27 

34° 0,675 30 0,13 Li 2,581 

25° 0,466 60 0,308 Li 2,419 

20° 0,364 8,5° 0,422 L. 1,774 
l. 

10° 0,176 9,5° 0,649 L. 1,472 
l. , 

'Ihe only trend that definitely appeared to exist for the data ia the 

linear relationship between the angle of incidence and the Hsdl st.ea 

width. 'Ibis relationship is described in fia. 7.7, and the line 

fitted to the data by linear rearession obtained a correlation 
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coefficient of -0,999. 'Ibis fl.BllCtion is E!lllpirical as the effects 

<XJCUITinaf due to the incident waveheight and period are 1.rimown. 'lbe 

possibility of the angle of incidence being a tan relationship was 

investigated, but it does not fit the available data better than the 

linear relationship. It is possible however that a tan 9 
0 

relationship could be applicable. 

Fig 7. 7 Mach stem width 

0.6 

0.5 

0.4 

0.3 

0.2 

0.1 

10 14 

Mach Stem Width 
Mach Stem Width / Angle of Incidence 

18 22 26 

Angle of Incidence (Degree's) 
o Hi =- 24.8 mm ; T - 0,765 

30 

'lbe Mech stem grows linearly fl'al the start of the refleotire 141111 

with angle a. '1be relationship between 9 and a can be seen in 
0 

34 

fig 7 .8. It appears that a linear relationahi.p oould exist for this 

data, as the line fitted throuldi the data produced a correlation 

coefficient of -0,961. '1be stem angle was also plotted aaainst 
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tan e
0 

and a similar coefficient of reflection waa obtained as tan is 

almost linear in this ranaie. Hore data is required before a decision 

can be made as to what the exact relationship is. 

Fig 7.8 Growth of~ stem 

Growth of Mach Stem 
10 

Angle of Stem / Angle of Incidence 

9 

0 

8 
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3 
10 14 18 22 26 30 

Angle of Incidence (Degree's) 
D Hi = 24.8 mm ; T - 0,765 

Wie1iel (1964b) presents data for the a/9 relatiODlhip for aolitar,. 
0 

waves for an averaae of W!lve heiahta H./d = 0,06 to 0,43. Wiesel 
1 

obtained a linear relationship for a/e with a aradient that ,... 
0 

almost identical to the aradient obtained in this investigation, 

34 

except that the a intercept was 2° below the a intercept for this 

investigation. Wi~l used solitary W!lve& for his investigaticm and 

it would appear that Wi~l used the samt definition for the edae of 

the Hach wave as is used in this investigation. '1be diBCl"epBDC7 in 

the size of a could be due to the solitary levea, aa Wiecel did 
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observe that solitary Mive& produce a emt.l.ler stell width than 

periodic Mives. 

'!here is a relati<mahip between the naxi.D.m H /H . ratio that occurs 
- 1 aid. its respective angle of incidence. F~ 7.9 shows the increase in 

H /H. for increasina I , Althouadi the coefficients of reflection 
DIS 1 O 

for e = 10°, 20° may not have reached their mt.Xi•• values as the 
0 

lellllth of the reflectina wall may have been too short for the Mives 

to reach DBturity. 'lbe relationship for this data is not well 

defined. A linear relationship, which although it fits the available 

data well, does not predict the probable decrease in the H /H . ratio 
118 1 

for increasina ansles of incidence as shown by data for different 

incident waveheiibts. ) er I .) {~ I e.,~ .r ?,, 
,- & 9 

Fig. 7. 9 Relative height of Mach stell. ~ I 
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7.4.2.2 Effect of varinc iroinmt !BY" heiJCht and chanles in period 

'lbe Hach stem width is affected by the incident wave height, as for 

as increasine incident l-Bve height the Mech stem ~ wider. An 

attempt was made to try to establish the relationship between the 

Mech stem width and the incident wave height for T = 0,765 and 

T = 1,01 for constant angle of incidence, 

stmnarised in Table 7.6 

Table 7.6 Data for• = 34° 
0 

e = 34°. '1be data is 
0 

Stereopair T H. H./L H /H. B Camlent 
1 1 s 1 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

0,765 38,2 0,050 2,044 0,325Li . HBoh wave breakinei 

0,765 24,8 0,032 2,581 0,130L. 
1 

1,01 32,7 0,029 2,339 O, 156Li 

1,01 34,0 0,030 2,882 0,178L. 
1 

Mach wave on veraie 

of breakhe 

1,01 39,9 0,036 2,105 0,183L. 
1 

HBoh wave break:iJc 

'lbe above data is plotted in fig. 7.10, and there does not appear to 

be any definite relationship. It would appear that the BlllCllSlt of 

energy available fraa the incident wave determines the Mach ate. · 

width. 'lbe effect of the Mech wave breaking on the Mach stem width 

does not appear to be related for different periods. When the loiave 

starts to break for T = 1,01 there is not a significant increase in 

the Mech stem width for increase in incident loBVe he~t. 'lbe 

opposite relationship exists for T = 0,765. A lot im>re data .is 

required to define this effect. However for both caaes of the Mach 

stem breaking the ~ident wave heights are siailar ( .. 39 -> and the 

H /H. values are similar. 'Ibis StGests that the wave height. are 
s 1 

tmStable because of the shallow water relationship. For T = 1,01 the 

Mach stem would break for a SllB.ller H./L ratio than for T = 0,766. 
1 

If the growth of the HBoh stem width is dependent on the incident 

eneri07, then when the wave starts to break, any increase in incident 
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energy is dissipated in brealti.ng, so the Mach stem grows very little 

once breaking starts. In this "Way the size of the Mach stem for 

T = 0,765 could have grown sanewhat bigger before breaking started 

than for T = 1,01 before it started to break. This is a possible 

explanation for the discrepancy in the Mech stem width data. 

Fig. 7. 10 . Mach stem width 

Mach Stem Width 
0.33 

Mach Stem Width / (Hi/L) 

0.32 
0.31 

0.3 
0.29 
0.28 
0.27 
0.26 

0.25 
0.24 
0.23 
0.22 
0.21 

0.2 
0.19 

0 . 18 
0.17 
0.16 
0.15 
0.14 
0.13 

0.029 0.031 0.033 0.035 0.037 0.039 0.041 0.043 0.045 0.047 0.049 

o T = 0.765 
Hi/L 

+ T= 1.01 

7.4.2.3 Goefficient of reflection plgts 

To investigate any noticeable effects in the reflected "Wave, 

coefficient of reflection (K ) plots were acenerated (See Appendix B). 
r 

In the K plots the rel&tive hei.Ot of the MBch "Wave is also 
r 

described by K values rather than H /H., so the wave heights can be r ma 1 

caapared, am contours plotted for the data. 
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For stereopairs 19,21 where T = 0,765, • = 47, 34° and H. = 34 1m; 
0 ]. 

24,8 - respectively, the Mach st.Ea reaches a peak and then drops off 

to a trough with an increase in the K values next to the trough in 
~ r 

the Mech st.ea. 1be peak in the Mach stem heights oorreapcnis in both 

scenarios to the Mach stem reachinlr its maxi•• width (B). 

7.4.3 Trends in MBch wave develgwmt 

7.4.3.1 Limiting angle for the MCh wave 
Previous investigations (Be11rer, Kohlhase, 1976) suaeat that Mach 

reflection occurs for e less than 45°. In stereopair 19, where 
0 

T = 0,765 and H. = 38,4-a, the Hach wave first occurs for• = 47° 
]. 0 

which is outside the previously established liait. 1be 

identification of the Mach wave was only mde poaaible by the 

technique described in section 7.3, u this wave patteni could very 

easily be considered to be ordinary oblique reflection by casual 

inspection. 'lbe OOC\llTellCe of the Mach wave for • 
0 

= 47° suaeats 

that there does not exist a finite point where the Hach wave does not 

exist, but that as • tends to 90° the Hach wave tend& to zero. 
0 

7.4.3.2 Growtb of the MAqb •ve Ma f\llQtion of incident meru 
'lbere appears to be a definite relatiormbip between the a.JlSlt of 

energy input and the hei.Oit, the width and the rate of o-owt.h of the 

MBch wave. 'Ibis incident enera input is affected by the incident 

waveheight, the incident wave wavelerwth, and the ~le of incidence. 

Fran the data presented it is possible that the Mach wave exists for 

all reflection situati<mS, and could be defined by a relationship 

which tends to zero for the Mach st.ea width and anrile of o:owth of 

the Mach stem, and which tends to 2 for H /H. - I tends to 90° • 
.. ]. 0 

'Ibis relationship could tend to infinity for the Mach stem width and 

0 angle of growth and to 1 for H /H. as f tends to 0 • 
- ]. 0 
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7.4.3.3 Second Mach stem 

Berger and Kohlhase (1976) suggest that a second Mach stem exists 

adjacent to the main Mech "Wave for 9 < 30°. Plate 7. 2 shows the 
0 

phenomenon that was observed during this investiption for 9 = 20°. 
0 

'Ibis plate, together with the contour plot (Appelllix A; 

stereopair 26) appear to show that this second Mech wave is actually 

the resulting reflecting pattern. 'Ibe angle between the wall and 

reflected "Wave orthogonal is small, so the reflected wave which is 

also small is diffracted and attenuated such that within the limits 

of the wave be.sin only one set of defined antinodes is developed next 

to the Mach stem. Beyond this the reflected wave is so small that it 

cannot be distinguished frcm the other i.mperf ections in the incident 

"Wave. 

Plate 7.2 Mach "Wave, 9 = 20° 
0 
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8. CX)NCUJSIOOS AND RECXMiENDATIOOS 

8.1 Accuracy of analYBis 

Photogranmetry is an extremely accurate tool, with a st.aniard 

deviation for the analysed data of .! 2 nm. The staidard deviation 

for the average heights of the incident waves generated by the wave 

generator were :!: 1 to 3 nm. The standard deviations calculated for 

the average height of the standing waves were 1 to 5 nm. 

Unf ortlmately the error for the oblique wave reflection antinodes is 

l.Dlquantifiable, but could be as large as 15 nm. 

It would have been desirable to }'.ilotogra}'.il each wave scenario at 

least twice, so some idea of the actual lll8grri tlde of the deviation of 

the generated wave could be established. Due to the long period of 

time required to obtain and analyse a stereopair, it would have been 

very difficult for any more stereopa.irs to be taken than were 

actually taken. The solution to this problem could be to use near 

real time }'.ilotogramnetry, once adequately developed, to obtain IDBD7 

sets of data for each wave scenario. 

8.2 Standing wave data 

The investigation of the standing wave revealed interesting 

information. The extreme coefficients of reflection (K = 1,6) at 
r 

the reflecting wall was tmeXpeeted. Previous investigators had 

suggested that a K = 1,4 could oocm- at the reflecting wall, but the 
r 

extreme value of K = 1,6 places new emphasis on the importance of 
. r 

the standing l-IBVe and the effect it would have for overtoppi.JC. 

The reduction in the standing wave length canpared to the incident 

wave length for the shallower wave tested was surprisi.na, although it 

had been suggested by previous investigators. A likely explanation 

is that there is energy interf erenoe between the opposing wave 

trains, as it would not appear likely that there is a reducticn in 

the wave periods of the two wave trains. 
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8.3 Oblique wave reflection 

The oblique wave reflection scenarios behaved as predicted by the 

wave theory. The angles of incidence and reflection were equal and a 

reflection coefficient of sw 1 was obtained. It was interesting to 

note that the diffraction pattern occuring for the edge of the 

reflected wave was similar to that predicted by previously 

established diffraction c:iiagrams. 

8.4 Mach wave reflection 

The Mach wave is a caaplicated relatiooship, and a lot m:>re data will 

be required before an adequate knowledge of its characteristics can 

be established. Two proposed concepts for possible relationships 

existing for Mach waves are proposed : 

i) The Mech wave may exist for all I , rut be of negligible stem 
0 

width for 9 > 50°. 
0 

ii) The developaent of the Mach wave is a function of the incident 

wave energy which depends on the wave height and the period of 

the incident wave. It is felt that the Mach wave is not a 

diffraction problem, rut an energy problem developing as a 

ftmetion of the ncm linear properties of the lave. 

8.5 Future investigation 

'Ibis investigation has shown that close range ~try is an 

excellent technique for investigating water wave surfaces to a hi.ah 

degree of 80Clll'&CY 1 and obtaining aocurate, ccnpreheosive 

representations of the water surface. Unforttmately it does not 

appear possible to use conventional :Piot.ccramEtrioal techniques to 

perform a canprehensive investigation into wave reflection as an 

enonnous nUDber of man hours would be required. 

The author is of the opinion that when near real ti.Im! Pio~ 

systems have developed to sufficient accuracy, the potential exists 

to caaplete this wave reflection investigation. It is felt that a 

large wave basin equipped with a good quality wave generator should 

be adapted for permanent Jiiotogranmetric use. 'lbe area of the basin 
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could be covered with pairs of digital cameras synchronised from a 

single host canputer. In this way not only wave reflection, but 

alternative harbour designs and other wave phenaoenon could be 

investigated to a degree of accuracy and comprehensiveness never 

before realised. Such a system, although expensive, with adequate 

software, could revolutionise hydraulic model investigations. 
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Stereopa.ir 22, 9 = 34°, Mach wave reflection, T = 1,01, H. 
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Stereopa.ir 30, Incident wave, T 1,01, H. = 32,7Dlll 
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Stereopa.ir 31, Incident wave, T = 1,01, H. 
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Stereopair 32,. Incident wave, T - 1,01, H. - 39,9mn 
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APPENDIX B 

COEFFICIENT OF REFLECTION <X>NTOUR PLOT 
Bl 

Stereopair 18, e = 69°, oblique wave reflection, T = 0.765, H. = 38,4mn 
0 i 

Scale 1 25 



COEFFICIENT OF REFLECTION CON'OOUR Pwr 

Stereopair 19, 9 = 47°, Mach wave reflection, T = 0,765, H. = 38,4nm 
0 1 

0 

9 = 47° 
0 

Scale 1 25 
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Fig 7. 5 Wave diffraction ~ - 75° wave angle (Fran Coastal 

Bngineerinc Research Centre, 1984) • 

0 

0 

°' 

7.3.2 Degree of reflection 

I ofter Wie9el, 1962 I 
\ 

It would be realistic to 888\lle that diffraction does occur for the 

edge of the reflected wave, so as both the diffraction di~ 

suggest similar values alona the wave orthogonal it would appear that 

the. coefficient of reflection is • 1, The Kr contour plot shawa that 

for where diffraetion effects do not ocx:rur, K • 1. 'Die neaati ve r 
contour values in the K contour plot are attributed to the variation 

r 
in the incident wave heights. 

7.4 Mach wave reflection 

Mach wave reflection was investigated. for t1«> wave periods T = 0,765 

and T = 1, 01. The majority of tests were done usi.na T = 0, 766 where 

the effect of change in incidence was investU&ted.. Testa were 



Fig 7.6 Contour plot of Mach wave reflection 

Stereopeir 20, 8 = 34°, Mach wave reflection, T = 0,765, H. = 38,411111 
0 1 

Scale 1 : 25 

7.12 
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performed for T = 1,01 with 1
0 

= 34°, to investgate the effect of the 

incident wave heiaht on Mach reflection. 

"· 
'11le Mach stem width appears to grow linearly fraa the start of the 

wall (see Fig. 7.6), 'Which is consistent with the observations of 

previous inVe&tigators. '11le angle the Mach stem O'OWB at is a. 'lbe 

Mach stem width is made dimensionless by divi~ by the incident 

wave length. Ch this basis comparisons could be Ede between 

different wave periods. 

Fran the data available it appears that the starting angle for 

identifiable Mach wave reflection is I = 47° (Stereopair 19). In 
0 

Fig 7.6 it can be seen that the effect of the Mach wave is that the 

normal oblique reflection pattern starts a finite distance llWBY' fraa 

the wall. '11lis distance, as defined in Section 7.4.1, is the width 

of the Mach stem (B). For the section of linear growth of the Mach 

wave, the incident wave is reflected as if an i-.inaey' reflecting 

wall was positioned at (t
0 

+ a)0
• Once the Mach stem has achieved 

maturity the incident wave reflects fraa an fmii.na:ey wall, parallel 

to the actual wall, but positioned B away fraa the actual wall. 'lbe 

incident and reflected wavelenaths are similar, and the Mach 1BVeS 

have a wavelength of Li/cost 
0

• '11le angles of incidence and 

reflection are similar, about the correspondire fmiinary Mllls. 

7.4.1 Definition of the MMh wave 

'11le Mach stem width (B) has been previously defined b7 Berger and 

Kohlhase (1976) as the distance fraa the refleotina wall to the 

trough adjacent to the Mach wave (see Section 4. 4) • Prem the contour 

plots of the Mach waves (see fig 7.6) obtained, it was realised that 

the Ma.ch stem width needed to be redefined. In fig 7. 6 the incident 

and reflected waves have been identified with best fit lines placed 

through the relevant antinodes. 'l1le initial intersection of the 

incident and reflected lines occurs either at a crest or a t.rcJullb, 

and would normally represent the antinode adjacent to the ref leotina 
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wall, intersecting on the boundary of the wall for conventional 

oblique reflection. It is proposed that the Mach stem width be 

defined as the distance from the wall to the intersection 

representing the final antinode before the wall. It is according to 

this definition.that the Mach stem width will be compared in this 

investigation. 

7.4.2 Relationships investigated for Mach wave reflection 

. There appear to be three factors which affect the resulting Mach 

wave. The factors identified are 

i) angle of incidence 

ii) period of the incident wave, or its wavelength 

ii"i) incident wave height. 

7.4.2.1 Effect of angle of incidence 

To investigate the effects of the Sllllle of incidence, only one set of 

data is available, stereopairs 21, 25, 26, 27. For these stereopairs 

the wave period was constant (T = 0,765) and the incident wave height. 

was also kept constant (H. = 24,8 na). The data for these 
]. 

stereope.irs is presented in table 7.5. 

Table 7.5 Data for T = 0,765; H. = 24,Sna 
]. 

Stereopair e Tan e a B Maxiaa H /H. 0 0 s ]. 

21 

25 

26 

27 

34° 0,675 30 0,13 Li 2,581 

25° 0,466 60 0,308 Li 2,419 

.20° 0,364 8,5° 0,422 L. 1,774 
]. 

10° 0,176 9,5° 0,649 L. 1,472 
1 I 

The only trend that definitely appea.reci to exist for the data is the 

linear relationship between the angle of incidence and the Macll stelll 

width. This relationship is described in fig. 7. 7, and the line 

fitted to the data by linear regression obtained. a oorrelatiOD 
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coefficient of -0,999. Thia function is empirical as the effects 

ooourring due to the incident '8veheight and period are unknown. The 

possibility of the angle of incidence being a tan relationship Ml.B 
·-

investigated, rut it does not fit the available data better than the 

linear relationship. It is possible however that a tan e 
0 

relationship could be applicable. 

Fig 7. 7 Mach stem width 
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Mach Stem Width 
Mach Stem Width / Angle of Incidence 

18 22 26 

Angle of Incidence (Degree's) 
a Hi = 24.8 mm : 'r - 0,765 

30 

The Mach stem grows linearly fraa the at.art of the refleoti.rc 1e.l.l 

with angle a. The relatiooahip between • and a can be seen in 
0 

34 

fig 7 .8. It appears that a linear relatiOllllbip ooW.d exist far this 

data, as the line fitted thn>uldl the data produoed a correlation 

coefficient of -0,961. The stem angle Ml.S also plotted aoinst 
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tan 8 and a similar.coefficient of reflection waa obtained as tan is 
0 

almost linear in this ranaie. More data is required before a decision 

can be made as to what the exact relationship is. 

Fig 7. 8 Growth of Mach stem 

Growth of Mach Stem 
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Angle of Stem / Angle of Incidence 
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Angle of Incidence (Degree's) 
a Hi == 24.8 mm : T - 0,765 

Wiegel (1964b) presents data for the o/9
0 

relationabip for solitary 

waves for an a~e of wave heiahts Hi/d = 0,05 to 0,43. Wiecel 

obtained a linear relationship for o./e
0 

with a O'Bdlent that 1'BB 

almost identical to the gradient obtained in this investiaation, 

34 

investigation. Wiegel used solitary waves for bis inveetiaation and 

it would appear that Wiegel used the same definition for the m.&e of 

the Mach wave as is used in this investiJeation. 'lbe discrepallCT in 

the size of ex could be due to the solitary waves, as Wietiel did 
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observe that solitary waves produce a mmller . st.ea width than 

J)eriodic waves. 
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'lbere is a relaticmship between the maxiDuD H /H. ratio that occur& 
IDB 1 

and its respective angle of incidence. F~ 7. 9 shows the increase in 

H /Hi for increasi.ng e , AlthoulOi the coefficients of reflection 
IDB 0 

for e = 10°, 20° lllB1' not have reached their m,.Yi•11 values as the 0 . 

lenath of the reflecting wall may have been too short for the waves 

to reach naturi ty. 'lbe relationship for this data is not well 

defined. A linear relationship, which although it fits the available 

data well, does not predict the probable decrease in the Hms/Hi ratio 

for increasing angles of incidence as shown by data for different 

incident waveheiJdlts. . p e,,.. /v:;t1 s ~ I~ r, ~ ~ 6 
(.)./j tfov- & -1' 9 0 t\ u.4 ~ 

Fig. 7.9 Relative height of Hach st.ea. t.a.;;.c_. A-u,urfY'~[~ •. r;/~· 
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7.4.2.2 Effect of ya.ring imident waye height 8l'!d chanses in period 

'Ihe Mach stem width is affected by the incident wave height, as for 

as increasing incident wave height the Mach stem becaaes wider. An 

attempt was made to teyto establish the relationship between the 

Mach stem width and the incident wave height for T = 0,765 and 

T = 1,01 for constant angle of incidence, 

mmnarised in Table 7.6 

Table 7.6 Data fore = 34° ·o 

e = 34°. 'lbe data is 
0 

St.ereopair T H. H./L Hs/Hi B Cammlt 
1 1 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

0,765 38,2 0,050 2,044 0,325Li . Mach wave breaki.IC 

0,765 24,8 0,032 2,581 O, 130L. 
1 

1,01 32,7 0,029 2,339 O, 156Li 

1,01 34,0 0,030 2,882 0,178L. 
1 

Mach l8Ve Oil verge 

of breakinl 
1,01 39,9 0,036 2,105 0,183L. 

1 
Mach wave breakinl 

'ftle above data is plotted in fig. 7 .10, and there does not appear to 

be any definite relationship. It would appear that the 81DDUDt ot 
energy available. fraa the incident wave determines the Mach stem · 

width. 'Ihe effect of the Mach wave breaking on the Mach stem width 

does not appear to be related for different periods. When the wave 

starts tobreak for T = 1,01 there is not a si.Oificant increase in 

the Mach stem width for increase in incident wave heiaht. 'lbe 

opposi t.e relationship exists for T = 0, 765. A lot more data. is 

required to define this effect. However for both cases of the Mach 

stem breaking the ~ident wave heights are similar ( .. 39 -) and the 

H /H. values are similar. 'Ihis suligests that the wave heiahtll are s 1 ' 

l.UlStable because of the shallow water relationship. For T = 1,01 the 

Mach stem would break for a smaller H1/L ratio than for T = 0,766. 

If the growth of the Mach stem width is depelldent on the incident 

energy, then when the wave starts to break, any increase in incident 
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energy is diBBipated. in breaking, so the Mach stem grows very little 

once breaking starts. In this way the size of the Mach stem for 

T = 0,766 could have grown sanewhat bigger before breaking started 

than for T = 1,01 before it started to break. This is a possible 

explanation for the discrepancy in the Mach stem width data. 

Fig. 7 .10 . Mach stem width 
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+ T = 1.01 

7.4.2.3 Qoefficiept of reflection plot& 

To investigate any noticeable effects in the reflected Mave, 

coefficient of reflection (K ) plots were generated (See Appendix B) • . r 
In the K plots the rel&tive height of the Mach wave is also 

r 
described by K values rather than H /H. , so the wave height.a can be 

r 118 1 

canpa.red, and contours plotted for the data. 
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For stereopairs 19,21 where T = 0,765, I = 47, 34° and H. = 34 lmli 
0 1 

24, 8 DID respectively, the Mach stem reaches a peak and then drops off 

to a trough with an increase in the K values next to the trough in 
"'- r 

the Mach stem. '11le peak in the Hach stem heights oorrespcnds in both 

scenarios to the Mach stem reaching its mavina width (B). 

7.4.3 Trends in Mech wave develgmmt 

7.4.3.1 Limiting angle for the mob wove 

Previous investigations (Berger, Kohlhase, 1976) suaest that Mach 

reflection CXXlUI'B for e less than 45°. 1n stereoprlr 19, where 
0 

T = 0,765 and H. = 38,4111a, the Mach wave first CXXlUI'B for• = 47° 
1 0 

which is outside the previously established limit. '11le 

identification of the Mach wave was only mids possible by the 

teclmique described in section 7. 3, aa this wave patteni could very 

easily be considered to be ordinary oblique reflection by casual 

inspection. The oocurrence of the Mach wave for • 
0 

= 47° suaeats 
that there does not exist a finite point where the Mach wave does not 

exist, but that as e ten:Js to 90° the Mach wave tends to zero. 
0 

7.4.3.2 Growth of the Mach wave Ma functim of incident merer 
There appears to be a definite relationship between the BBJUDt of 

energy input and the height, the width and the rate of growth of the 

Mach wave. This incident energy input is affected by the incident 

waveheight, the incident wave wavelength, and. the anale of incidence. 

Fran the data presented it is possible that the Mach wave exists for 

all reflection situations, and. could be defined by a relationship 

which tends to zero for the Mach stem width and. BD1Sle of growth of 

the Mach stem, and. which tends to 2 for H /B. as • tends to 90°. 
. 11181 0 

This relationship could tend to infinity for the Mach st.Em width and 

0 angle of growth and. to 1 for H /B. as f tends to 0 • 
118 1 0 
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7.4.3.3 Second Mach stem 

Berger and Kohlhase ( 1976) suggest that a second Mach stem exists 

adjacent to the main Mech wave for 9 < 30°. Plate 7.2 shows the 
0 

phenomenon that was observed during this investigation for 9 = 20°. 
0 

'Ibis plate, together with the contour plot (Append.ix A; 

stereopair 26) appear to show that this second Mach wave is actually 

the resulting reflecting pattern. 'lbe angle between the wall and 

reflected wave orthogonal is small, so the reflected wave which is 

also small is diffracted and attenuated such that within the limits 

of the wave basin only one set of defined antinodes is developed next 

to the Mach stem. Beyond this the reflected wave is so small that it 

cannot be distinguished fran the other imperfections in the incident 

wave. 

Plate 7.2 Mach wave, 9 = 20° 
0 

I 
L_ ____ _ 

'.'e_IJ 
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8. OONCUJSIOOS AND RIDHmNDATIOOS 

8.1 Accuracy of analYBis 

Photograoaetry is an extremely accurate tool, with a staniard 

deviation for the analysed data of. ! 2 om. 'nle stamard. deviation 

for the average heights of the incident waves generated by the wave 

generator were ! · 1 to 3 om. 'nle stanm:rd deviations calculated for 

the average height of the standing waves were 1 to 5 om. 

Unfortunately the error for the oblique wave reflection antinodes is 

tmquentifiable, but could be as large as 15 om. 

It would have been desirable to ]iiotogra]ii each wave scenario at 

least twice, so some idea of the actual magnitude of the deviation of 

the generated wave could be established. Due to the long period of 

time required to obtain and analyse a stereopair, it would have been 

very difficult for any more stereopairs to be taken.than were 

actually taken. 'nle solution to this problem could be to use near 

real time ]iiotogramnetry, once adequately developed., to·obtain lllBD7 

sets of data for each wave ~io. 

8.2 Standing wave data 

'!be.investigation of the standing wave revealed interesting 

information. 'nle extreme coefficients of reflection (K = 1,6) at 
r 

the reflecting wall was l.mexpected. Previous investigators had 

suggested that a K = 1, 4 could occur at the reflecting wall, but the 
r 

extreme value of K = 1,6 places new emphasis on the importance of . r , 
the standing wave and the effect it would have for overtoppi.ng. 

'!he reduction in the standing wave length caapared to the incident 

wave length for the shallower wave tested was surprising, although it 

had been suggested by previous investigators. A likely explanation 

is that there is energy interf erenoe between the opposing wave 

trains, as it would not appear likely that there is a reduction in 

the wave periods of the two wave trains. 
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8.3 Oblique wave reflection 

The oblique wave reflection scenarios behaved as predicted by the 

wave theory. 1be angles of incidence and reflection were equal and a 

reflection coefficient of • 1 was obtained. It was interesting to 

note that the diffraction pattern occuring for the edge of the 

ref~ected wave was similar to that predicted by previously 

established diffraction diagrams. 

8.4 Mach wave reflection 

The Mach wave is a caaplicated relationship, and a lot more data will 

be required. before an adequate knowledge of its characteristics can 

be established.. Two proposed concepts for possible relationships 

existing for Mach waves are proposed. : 

i) The Mach wave may exist for all I , but be of negligible stem 
0 

width for 8 > 50°. 
0 

ii) The developnent of the Mach wave is a function of the incident 

wave energy which depends on the wave height and the period of 

the incident wave. It is felt that the Mach wave is not a 

diffraction problem, but an energy problem developing as a 

function of the non linear properties of the wave. 

8.5 Future investigation 

This investigation has shown that close range ~try is an 

excellent technique for investigating water wave surf aces to a hi.ah 

degree of accuracy, and obtaining aocurate, canprehensive 

representations of the water surface. Unforttmately it does not 

appear possible to use conventional photogramaetrioal tectmiques to 

perform a ccmprebensive investigation into wave reflection as an 

enormous nunber of man hours would be required. 

The author is of the opinion that when near real time pio~ 

systems have developed to sufficient accuracy, the potential exists 

to caoplete this wave reflection investigation. It is felt that a 

large wave basin equipped with a good quality wave generator should 

be adapted for permanent piotogramaetric use. 'lbe area of the basin 
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could be covered with pairs of digital cameras synchronised from a 

single host canputer. In this way not only wave reflection, but 

alternative harbour designs and other wave phenomenon could be 

investigated to a degree of accuracy and comprehensiveness never 

before realised. Such a system, although expensive, with adequate 

software, could revolutionise hydraulic model investigations. 
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Stereope.ir 20, 8 = 34°, Mach wave reflection, T = 0,765, H. = 38,4nm 
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COEFFICIENT OF REFLECTION CON'roUR PUJI' 

. 0 . 
Stereopair 21, 9 = 34 , Mach wave reflection, T = 0,765, H. = 24,811111 
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Scale 1 25 



COEFFICIENT OF REFLECTION CON'roJR PLOT 

Stereopair 22, e = 34°, Mach wave reflection, T = 1,01, H. = 32,7nm 
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COEFFICIENT OF REFLECTION cbNTooR PLOT B6 

Stereope.ir 23, 9 = 34°, Mach wave reflection, T = 1,01, H. = 34,0nm 
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COEFFICIENT OF REFLECTION CONro.JR PLOT B7 

Stereope.ir 24, 9 = 34°, Mach wave reflection, T = 1,01, H. = 39,9nm 
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OOEFFICIENT OF REFLECTION OON'roUR PLOI' 

Stereopair 25, B = 25°, Hach wave reflection, T = 0,765, H. = 24,Sum 
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COEFFICIENT OF REFl..ECTION C0NroJR PlDT 

0 . 
Stereopair 26, 8 = 20 , Mech wave reflection, T = 0,765, H. = 24,BDln 
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COEFFICIENT OF REFLECTION C0NTCXJR PI.Gr 

Stereopair 27, 9 = 11°, Mach wave reflection, T = 0,765, H. = 24,8mn 
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APPENDIX C 

Steregnair 28 

T c T c T c T c T c T c T c 

a. 12,8 12,6 11,8 13,2 13,6 12,3 12,6 
Cl. 

ati 10,8 10,2 11,9 12,3 13,1 12,4 13,1 

Standard. 2,7 2,6 1,6 1,2 1,8 1,9 1,6 2,5 1,0 1, 5 1,8 2,0 1,3 1,5 
deviation 

H. 23,6 23,0 22,6 24,5 23,7 24,1 25,5 26,3 26,7 26,0 24,7 25,4 25,7 
l. 

Stereopa.ir 29 

c T c T c T c T c T c T c 

a. 23,5~ ~2,1 20,1 19,6 19,7 18,8 18,6 
Cl. 

ati 18,9~_ 17,9 19,4 19,1 17,2 18,3 

Standard 2,8 1,6 2,4 1,9 1,4 2,2 2,7 2, 1 3,0 1,2 3,3 1,7 2,2 
deviation 

H. 40,0 38,0 39,5 39,0 38,7 38,8 36,9 36,0 37,1 36,9 
l. 

Stereopa.ir 30 

T c T c T c T c T c 

a. 17,4* 19,6 21,8 21,7 23,2 
Cl. 

ati 11,3 12,5 12,9 11,4 10,4 

Standard 2,1 3,3 2,1 2,2 1,4 2,1 1,6 2,4 2, 1 1,7 
deviation 

H. 32,1 32,5 34,7 33,2 33,1 32,1 33,6 
l. 



C2 

Stereope.ir 31 

T c T c T c T c T c 

a. 23,1* 20,4 20,9 20,8 21,6 
C1 

ati 14,6~ 15,6~ 12,6 13,3 13,3 

Standard 
deviation 1,3 3,4 1,4 2,8 0,5 2,3 1,3 1,3 2, 1 2,0 

H. 33,0 33,5 34,2 34,1 34,1 34,9 
1 

Stereope.ir 32 

T c T c T c T c T c 

a. 25,8* 24,1 24,1 23,4 25,8 
C1 

ati 12,9~ 118,8$ 17,3 15,3 14,6 

Standard 
deviation 0,5 2,9 2,5 2, 1 1,7 1,8 1,6 1,3 1,6 2,2 

H. 41,4 41,4 39,4 38,7 38,0 40,4 
1 

Stereope.ir 33 

c T c T c T 

a. 22,3 16,8* 24,1 
C1 

ati 12,7 14,1 13,6 

Standard 
deviation 2,3 0,5 1,1 1,3 1,5 1,6 

H. 35,0 38,2 37,7 
1 
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QUESTION 1 

The standard alignment chart is attached and a new blank line has been 
inserted at the botto• of the page. This line is to be used for deteraining 

· values of U , the •axi•u11 horizontal orbital velocity at the water •ax 
u 

d . t th A. h If u* -- •ax ' b h surf ace, accor mg o e iry t eory. ::tJ"T""" is to e t e •ax TJn1 T 

di•ensionless for• of the variable on this line, •ark off the correct 

positions of the ~ values given in the following list. aax 

~ •ax = 1,01 2 6 

1,10 3 

1,40 4 

Note that H is the local wave height throughout. Suggest a small change in 
the line label which would permit the scale to be used for •axi•um horizontal 
surface acceleration values. Use the new line to solve the following 
problem. 

A swell of 10 second period with a deep water wave height H · = 1, 59 11 
0 

approaches a beach with the wave crests parallel to the shore. Plot the 
value of u at the water surface for the following selected water depths. max 

65 II j 34,4 II 15,9 • 6,8 • ; 2,86 m • 

Use these calculations to estimate the water depth when the U value first aax 
reaches 1,5 •/s and check that the wave has not broken. · 

QUESTION 2 

A sea platform consists of a square concrete slab positioned horizontally on 
four cylindrical vertical piles, each placed at a corner, the slab side being 
parallel to the local wave crest. The pile diameter is 1 a, the total pile 
height above sea bed is 6,4 11, and the slab di•ensions are sides of 5 • with 
a thickness of 200 am. The local wave characteristics are height 2 11, length 
100 •, and period 12 s, the local water depth being 8 •· 

(a) Considering the central 1 11 high slice of any pile, calculate 
the horizontal forces per •etre due to velocity and 
acceleration and by plotting these throughout one wave period 
or otherwise, identify the aaxiau• force and the tiaing of its 
occurrence. Check that the velocity and acceleration 
distributions over the height of the pile are reasonably 
constant and thus estiaate.the total force on one pile. 

Take and CM = 2,0 • 
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QUESTION 2 (continued) 

(b) Estimate the .•axi•um vertfcal force on the slab due to wave 
action. 

Take c0 = 1,0 and CM = 118 • 

QUESTION 3 

In a study of wave penetration into a bay, the 10 • 1 9 • and 8 a sea bed 
contours are approxi•ated by three straight lines with contained· angles of 12 
degrees as shown on the attached page. An incoming wave orthogonal, 10 
second period, impinges on the 10 a contour at an angle of 50 degrees as 
shown. With the usual approximations obtain by trial the angle at whch the 
emerging orthogonal cuts the 8 11 contour. Take the step lines on the 9,5 • 
and 8,5 11 lines. 

[ 1 diagram attached 

QUESTION 4 

A train of waves is approaching a shore line, of regular bed slope 1 in 80, 
the wave crests being essentially parallel to the shore. Two aerial still 
photographs are taken 8 seconds apart. On the first photograph, two 
'successive crests are identified as being 247 • apart. A coaparison between 
the two photographs indicates that the trough between the two crests has 
advanced forward a distance of 153 11. Further, stereo photographs taken at 
the saae time as the first exposure indicate that the wave height in the 
vicinity of the trough is close to 3. a. Retrace the history of this wave as 
it came in from deep water, and further trace the progress of the wave as it 
•oves towards the beach, including the following calculations: 

(i) the wave length and celerity in. deep water ; 

(ii) the wave length, celerity and height for water depths at 20 a 
intervals from deep to the 10 a depth, and at 1 • intervals 
inshore from this to a depth of 3 • 

(iii) the depth of water . in which the wave breaks, the type of 
breaker, and the wave height at breaking. Set up and down aay 
be ignored ; 

(iv) the energy flow in W/11 in two water depths outside the 
breakers, and one depth in the breaker zone (depths at your 
choice) and coapare. 
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QUESTION 5 

(a) A storm at sea generates waves with a period range of 6 to 12 seconds. 
The resulting swell travels towards a harbour 400 k11 away. Estimate 
the time interval between the arrival of the shortest and longest 
waves, assuming deep water throughout. 

(b) A refraction diagra• is constructed for a bay, and the spacing between 
a particular pair of adjacent orthogonals doubles in travelling from 
deep water to the 10 11 depth zone, the wave period being 7 seconds. 
Estimate the percentage change in wave height occurring between these 
two zones on the assumption that no breaking waves are present in
between. 

(c) In a zero damage design calculation for the armour protection of a 
rubble mound breakwater, 3 tonne and 5 tonne dolosse are specified for 
the trunk and head respectively, the slope of the breakwater face 
being cot o. = 2. Estimate the block masses and block heights if 
tetrapods had been used in the same design. If the design wave height 
was 3 m, and a storm causes damage of the order 20 - 30 per cent to 
the tetrapod scheme, estimate the storm wave height (concrete density 

2245 kg/m3). 

(d) An incoming swell has crests parallel to a straight beach with a deep 
water wave height of 2 m. Estimate the horizontal force (per metre 
along the beach) acting on the beach inside the refraction zone, due 
to the dynamic action of the waves. 

( e) In an area where the sea bed is horizontal, and the water depth is 
3 11, a wave has a period of 7 s, a wave length of 38 11, and a wave 
height of 1, 5 •· Estimate the drift velocity at bed level, and 
indicate the direction. Compare this velocity with the aaxiaum 
orbital velocity at the same level, and indicate the influence on bed 
drift of a strong onshore wind. 

(f) A coastal model is to be constructed to explore wave action in a sea 
area 1 km offshore by 2 km along shore. The laboratory area available 
is 20 • wide and of considerable length. Suggest a linear scale 
suitable for this and calculate the wave period of the model paddles 
to duplicate a 12 second wave in nature. Discuss which of the 
following characteristics are accurately modelled in the laboratory: 

(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 

wave refraction pattern ; 
wave heights before breaking 
wave heights after breaking 
settlement of fine sands. 

* * * * * * * * * 
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NOTB 

* The examination is three (3).hours * Attempt all quest1ons * All writing to be in ink· or ballpoint pen 

TOTAL. MARK 100 

1. Refer to Annexure A 
book. 

Complete and hand in with the answer 

2. Discuss the functions of a Project Manager. 

3. Describe the different types of information 
Project Manager to plan a project. 

(20] 

required by a 
(20] 

4. Discuss the problems which may arise when a Project Manager 
underestimates the cost of a Contract in his motivation to the 
Client for acceptance. (10] 

5. Indicate , with comment , the cost items which may be affected 
in a contractor's claim as also the reasons for a claim . (10] 
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ATTEMPT ALL THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS WITH SHORT PRECISE ANSWERS 

TOTAL MARK 40 

a) What is the purpose of organising. • (1) 

............................................................... 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
b) Give four reasons why organisational charts are useful. [2] 

1 ) .......................................................... . 

2 ) .......................................................... . 

3 ) ........................................................... . 

4 ) .......................................................... . 

c) For what reason are people motivated. (1) 

............................................................. 

. . . . . . . . . . . •· ................................................ . 
d) Name two reasons why a Client ~ould be motivated to undertake 

a project. [1] 

1) ...................................... . 

2) ..................................•.... 

e) Time and cost is interrelated but can be in conflict ,is this 
true or false ? [1] 

True I false (circle the correct reply ) 

d) Indicate which of the following are procedural constraints : 
(3] 

availability of local funding 
tendering 
detail design 
conditions of contract 
contractural incentives 
arbitration 

Page 2 

yes/no 
yes/no 
yes/no 
yes/no 
yes/no 
yes/no 
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e) Give ten benefits of good planning 

1) ....................... . 

2) ........................ . 

3) ....................... . 

4) ......... • .........•..... 

5) ....................... . 

6) ....................... . 

7) ....................... . 

8) ....................... . 

. 9) ......... -..... : ........ . 

10) ....................... . 

f) Indicate which of the following can 
control . 

personal commitment 
programme coordination 
review meetings 
project reports 
management support 
communication 

g) List six project management monitoring 
be excercised during construction. 

1) ........................... . 

2) ............•.............•. 

3) ......................... -.. . 

4) ........................... . 

5) ........................... . 

6) .........................•.. 

Page 3 

Annexure A 

(5) 

assist with. project 
(3) 

yes/no 
yes/no 
yes/no 
yes/no 
yes/no 
yes/no 

actions which should 
[3] 
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h) Indicate four normal reactions to which a person may resort if 
faced with a risk situation . [2] 

1) ........................... ·.· 

2) ......... • .................. . 

3.) ........•.....•..•.•••••••••. 

4) ........................... . 

i) Give three types of critical path charts for prqgramming a 
project . [3] 

1) ........... ; . · ............... . 

2) ........................... . 

3) .......................... : . 

j) Give eight reasons for providing a client with an estimate for 
a project . [4] 

1) ............................ . 

2) ............................ • .. 

3) ............................ . 

4) ............................ . 

!j) ............................ . 

6) ............................. . 

7) ...................•....••..•• 

8) ...................•...... · ... 

k) What should be considered when compiling 
Quantities for a project . 

a Schedule of 
[3] 

1 ) .............. ~ ............................................ . 

2 ) ...................................•......................... 

3 ) .......... •· ................................................ . 
. ' 

4 ) ........................................................... . 

r:.) , -
u •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

6 ) ............................•................................ 
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Civ 592F PROJECT HANAGEHBNT Annexure A 

1) I$ the cummulative monthly payments made to a 
straight line , if not what shape is it ? 

contractor a 
[2] 

.............................................................. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • ........................................ . 
m) Who takes the risk in a fixed priced contract. [1] 

............................... 
n) On which cost elements in a contract are the inflation 

values applied. 

o) 

1 ) ............................. . 

2) ............................. . 

3) ............................. . 

4 ) ..........•...... ~ ...••....... 

What is the normal maximum percentage variation of a 
item that can be accepted before a Contractor may 
a revision of the pay item rate , and for what reason. 

index 
[2] 

payment 
request 

[2] 

.............................................................. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
p) What are statutory increases . [ 1] 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . " ........................ . 
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UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN - JUt4E EXAMifJATIOfJ 1938 

OCEANOGRAPHY SEA 200F 

TIME: 3 HOURS TOTAL MARKS: 150 
Answer ALL questions in SECTION A 
Answer ONE question from SECTION B and THREE questions from SECTION c 

SECTION A 
Answer ALL questions in this section 

1. Sketch the oxygen distribution in the deep ocean (4 km deep), at mid-
1 at i tu de. (2) 

-2. What variables does the seawater density depend on.? (2) 
3. Define the "potential temperature". 'When should this be used in place 

of the "in situ" te1;1perature? (2) 
4. Is the ocean well stratified in the vertical? (2) 
5. Give a labelled t,s diagram for the Atlantic ocean at 35° S. (2) 
6. Define "sigma-t" and the "standard ocean". (2) 
7. Explain how a CTD works and what it measures. (2) 
8. What is the "solar constant"? (2) 
9. What is Group velocity and how is it related to the phase velocity of 

"deep water" waves? 
10. What is a "tsunami"? 
11. Define the terms "geopotential" and "dynamic metre". 
12. When does the diurnal inequality of the tide vanish? 
13. Sketch and describe the main elements of a Kelvin wave. 
14. Describe the terms "amphidromic point", "co:-range lines". 
15. Give a simple definition of Salinity. 

(2) 

( 2) 

(2) 

( 2) 

(2) 

( 2) 

( 2) 

TOTAL (30) 

SECTION B 

Answer EITHER OF the following questions: 

(al Describe with the aid of suitable diagrams, the characteristics of the 
major ocean current systems and the major bathymetric features around 
southern Africa. Include detans of current speeds and surface 
temperatures. 

OR 

(b) Write an essay on the phenomenon of El Nino - Southern Osei l lation 

(30) 

(ENSO) in the Pacific Ocean. (30) 

1 



SECTION C 
ANSWER ANY THREE FULL QUESTIONS 

(A) Discuss the main elements of the heat budget in the atrnosphere and 
ocean, and give an indication of the relative importance of the terms 
in the heat budget equation. 

Using the concept that a windstress in the y direction causes an Ekman 
flux or transport in the upper ocean in the x direction, describe how 
it is possible to set up an anticyclonic gyre in the South Atlantic 
ocean. (Hint: let y be positive .north, and x positive west) (30) 

(B) Discuss the method of dynamic sections to obtain the baroclinic, 
geostrophic velocity structure in the vertical in the ftgul_has current. 
How can these relative velocities be converted into absolute currents? 

If the surface slope on the current is 1 min 100 km, up away from the 
coast, calculate the barotropic current sleed and direction at 30° S. 
(Use g=lO m s-2, f=2!lsin(8), .n =7.29 10- s-1) (30) 

{C) The dispersion of surface wind waves in the ocean is given by 

i 
<:J = gk tanh( kd), 

where er= 2<f = 2~/T is the radian frequency and 
k = 2ir/L is the wave number, g = 10 ms- 2, d is depth. 

Discuss the terms "deep water" and "sha 1 low water" waves, and derive 
the phase velocities in these cases. What is the "deep water" 
wavelength of waves with a period of 15 s? What is the phase speed of 
these waves in 51;1 deep water? 

_ Given that the approximate average power of the waves off the Cape 
coast is 40 Kw per metre of wave crest, calculate how many kilometres 
of wave crest must be harnessed by a wave absorbing device which is 
50% efficient at extracting energy from the waves, to equal the power 

. from a Power station producing 2 000 Mega watts. (30) 

(D) \~rite short notes on: 
The Phillips-Miles theories of wind wave generation, 
South African tides, 
Waves enteri~g shoaling water, 
Different types of breaking waves, 
Fronts and convergences. 

2 

(30) 



UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN 

DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 

UNIVERSITY EXAMINATION - NOVEMBER 1988 

COURSE CIV 525S - CONTRACT LAW 

OPEN BOOK EXAMINATIO~ 

Time 150 Minutes 

PLEASE ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS, BEARING IN MIND THE NUMBER OF 

QUESTIONS, IT IS SUGGESTED THAT YOUR ANSWERS BE KEPT AS 

BRIEF AS POSSIBLE. 

TOTAL NUMBER OF MARKS 100 MARKS 

106 01 01 
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QUESTION l 

"It must be conceded that the phraseology of Clause 54 (of 
the Standard Engineering Contract) is capable of. bearing the 
construction placed upon it by the Court a quo. But in my 
opinion it is also open to a different interpretation". 
(Per Van Heerden JA in Melmoth Town Board v Marius Mostert 
(Pty) Limited 1984 (3) 718 at 728 F). 

Comment on the above statement and deal with the powers of 
the engineer in terms of the said Clause 54. 

10 Marks 

106 Q3 0! 
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QUESTIO~ 2 

You are a director of a construction company. 

The construction company applies to an insurance company for 
the issue of a performance· bond and the insurance· company 
requires you to sign a suretyship for the obligations of the 
construction company in respect of that contract. However, 
in terms of the suretyship you bind yourself "as surety and · 
co-principal debtor in solidum for the due and faithful 
performance by the construction company to the insurance 
company of all and whatsoever obligations undertaken by it 
on behalf of the construction company in connection with any 
matter whatsoever". 

, 

Shortly afterwards you resign ·from the construction 
company, and a year later you receive a letter from the 
insurance com~any advising you that in connection with 

C 
another project carried out by the construction company 
after you had left its employ, the construction company was 
indebted to the insurance company, who are now looking to 
you for payment in terms of the suretyship signed by you. 

You are very alarmed because you had not envisaged that you 
would be liable for obligations which were incurred after 
you had left the employ of the construction company. You 
decide to take legal advice. 

What are you likely to be told? 

10 Marks 
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QUESTION 3 
You are a director of a construction company. 

In terms of the construction contract, certain work was to 
be sub-contracted to a sub-contractor nominated by the 
architect. 

The architect obtained a tender for this work from the 
sub-contractor and insttucted your firm to accept the work. 
You sent an order on your standard printed form which 
contained on its reverse side printed conditions which 
included a clause reading as follows :-

"Payment of the amo~nt due in terms of this order will only 
be effected after we (the main contractor) have received 
payment from the employer". 

The sub-contractor wrote back to you thanking you for the . 
order and the work was carried out. 

The employer became insolvent before having paid for all the 
work. 

The sub-contractor calls on you to obtain payment for all 
the work done by him. 

What would you reply? 

10 Marks 
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QUESTION 4 
You are a director of a construction firm. 

You contract with a development company (X Developers 
(Pty) Limited) to build houses on separate erven which are 
owned separately by individual owners who are clients of the 
development company, and with whom the the development 
company had entered .into agreements for the building of 
these houses. 

As the work progressed from. time to time, each of the owners 
paid X Developers {Pty) Limited the amount required from 
them. 

Unfortunately, X Developers (Pty) Limited find fault with 
your work and advise that they are not prepared to pay you 
any further sums until you have completed what they regard 
as the remedial work. 

You dispute that in fact any remedial work is necessary, but 
you are not prepared to continue work until the amount due 
to you in terms of your contract with X Developers 
(Pty) Limited has been paid. 

The individual owners need their accommodation urgently and 
decide to contract with another firm to build for them and 
finish off the work. 

You do not want to give up possession of the building sites 
and the work thereon until you have been paid in full, and 
the individual owners institute action against your firm for 
an order claiming possession of the various sites. Your 
Board asks you for an outline of what your rights are in 
this matter. 

Draw a short memorandum setting out your rights. 

10 Marks 

106 03 04 
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QUESTION 5 
You are a director of a construction company. 

It appears that your firm has failed to comply fully with 
performance of work undertaken in terms of the contract, but 
you wish to claim for the work which you have done. 

You decide to take legal advice on your rights, and the 
attorney whom you consult says "Ah, this is a B K tooling 
case", and proceeds to give you certain advice. 

On the basis that he knows what he is talking about, write a 
short memorandum for your managing director setting out what 
your rights are. 

10 Marks 
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QUESTION 6 

You are a director of a construction company. 

Your firm has entered into a contract to build certain 
road works, and the contract is in terms of the General - -Conditions of Contract of 1982 as issu~d by the South 
African Institution of Civil Engine~rs. 

Times are difficult - interest rates are rising - and your 
managing director advises you that it looks like it may be 
necessary to enter into an arrangement with the company's 
creditors. 

He asks you to prepare a short memorandum for the Bo~rd 
setting out the rights of the employer under yout.,contract, - ...-
should your company decide to follow this course. 

Prepare the memorandum. 

10 Marks 
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QUESTION 7 
You are a director of a construction company. 

In terms of the contract your company has undertaken to pay 
your employer RlO 000,00 a day for every day by which 
delivery of the completed works is delayed. 

Due to internal disputes in the construction company, 
delivery of the completed works is delayed for a period of 3 

months and your company's accountants make provision for the 
sum of R90 000,00 as being due by your company to the 
employer. 

The managing director asks you to write a short memorandum 
for the Board setting out whether this is a liability, 
whether it can be reduced, and whether there would. be any 
defence to a claim. 

Write it. 

10 Marks 
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QUESTION 8 
In what ci~cumstances may an extension of time be granted in 
terms of the General Conditions of Contract 1982. 

10 Marks 
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QUESTION 9 

You ere a director of a construction company. 

It is clear that a dispute is arising between the employer 
and your company, and the Board intends discussing whether 
the matter should go to arbitration or litigation. 

You are asked to prepare a short memorandum discussing the 
relative merits of these methods of dispute settlement. 

10 Marks 

106 03 09 
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QUESTION 10 

You are in practise as a consultant engineer. 

You are appointed as the engineer in regard to a particular 
contract entered into in accordance with the General 
Conditions of Contract 1982. 

One of the nominated sub-contractors complains bitterly to 
you that the main contractor has not paid him for work 
already done by such sub-contractor, for which you know the 
employer has already paid the contractor, and the nominated 
sub-contractor advises you that he is still working under 
the sub-contract and he would like you to protect him 
insofar as regards payment in the future. 

What could you do? 

Would your answer be any different if the sub-contractor was 
not a nominated sub-contractor? 

10 Marks 

106 03 10 



UNIVERSITY OF CAPE TOWN 

DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 

UNIVERSITY EXAMINATION 29 OCTOBER 1988 

CIV 536 - COASTAL ENGINEERING PRACTICE 

. Time A 1 lowed: 3 hours 

Answer ALL Questions 

There is a potential of 158 marks 

SECTION 1 is to be handed in at the end of the first hour - CLOSED BOOK 

SECTION 2 is "OPEN BOOK" 



CIV 536S - NOVEMBER EXAMINATION OCTOBER 1988. 2. 

Name: ....... ' ...................... . 
QUESTION 1 

Briefly explain, in words and by means of annotated sketches, the meaning of 
the fol lowing terms: 

1. 1 Cope level [ 2 ] 

1.2 Pendant fender [ 2 ] 

1.3 Tidal prism [ 2 ] 

1. 4 Seiche [ 2 ] 
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1. 5 

1.6 

1.7 

1. 8 

C11nometer [ 2 l 

Show on a sketch plan of Hout Bay where you would expect to observe 
the effects of wave diffraction and refraction. Clearly indicate the 
physical cause of each effect and the form of the wave orthogonals and 
crests. [ 2 ] 

Explain, by means of a sketch, the basic physical elements of airborne 
( s 1ng1 e channel) 1 i nescan apparatus that cou 1 d be used for remote 
sensing of the ground. [ 2 ] . 

Explain by means of a sketch how a dredger may be positioned using 
sextant resection. [ 2 ] 
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1.9 

1.10 

1.11 

1.12 

Explain the pr1nc1ple of subtense ranging using a sextant. Indicate 
the practical distance limit. ( 2 ] 

Explain by means of a sketch the principle of echo sounding for seabed 
profiling. · · . [· 2 ] 

Give a sketch of the components and the arrangement that is used for 
tide recording at Granger Bay. 

Explain the term "tidal 
residuals? 

[ 2 ] 

residual". What is the cause of tidal 

( 2 ) 
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1.13 Explain the principle of the "Wave rider" accelerometer buoy. 
[ 2 ] 

1.14 Show by means of simple sketches how field measurements of the 
following may be graphically presented in reports : 

wind speed and direction . [ 2 ] 

Radioactive tracers [ 2 ] 

Beach profiles [ 2 ] 

1.15(a) Give a typical section of a rubble mound breakwater (annotate). [ 2 ] 
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1.15(b) Show the. sequence of how this would be constructed 1n an exposed 
situation. 

[ 2 1 

1.16 Comment very briefly (with a simple sketch) on the adequacy or 
inadequacy of the following : 

position of the slipway ·at. Granger Bay [ 2 1 

boat "access" situation at harbour entrance in Hout Bay [ 2 1 

. boat "access" situation at Kalk Bay harbour entrance [ 2 1 

a boat ramp at 1:6 [ 2 1 
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a boat ramp at 1:15 [ 2 ] 

1.17 Explain what you would look for in an aerial° photograph of the coast 
to discern the direction of littoral drift. [ 2 ] 

Total for SECTION 1 = 48 marks. 
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SECTION 2 - OPEN BOOK 

2.1 Assuming that you are a Consulting Engineer special1s1ng in coastal 
matters, reporting to the local authority responsible for the coast, 
write advisory notes to the responsible Conwnittee on the following : 

(a) It is September and the beach has steepened and eroded sufficiently 
for an adjacent parking area to appear to be in danger of being 
totally eroded. 

Outline your proposed method of investigation, your preliminary advice 
as to what the Council should instruct you or Contractors to do, what. 
alternatives measures are likely to be appropriate after completing 
the investigation. Give a staged breakdown of costs with 
time/construction expense justification. Assume the total beach length 
is 1 km and that the situation is as occurs at Fish Hoek.· 

[ 15 ] 

(b) It is proposed that the harbour at Granger Bay be improved. Write a 
memorandum to the responsible Committee out 1 ining the problems that 
occur at present and the approach you would take to improve the 
situation. Provide an approximate cost for the investigation and the. 
development of a new construction plan. Give a breakdown of the work 
required. (Give sketch plans as needed). 

(c) 

[ 15 ] 

Describe the present situation and outline the approach you would take 
to investigate the cause of the t 11 t on the breakwater at He rmanus .. 
Indicate two possible alternative causes, and how you would remedy the 
situation for each case. (In a sketch show the type of construction). 

[ 10 ] 

(d) Briefly explain how you would determine the directions· of nett 
littoral drift and how you would estimate the littoral drift quantity 
at Hout Bay beach. · 

{ 10 ] 

(e) Hout Bay harbour is to be extended to provide for an additional 500 
floating berths for small craft. Present a breakwater and mooring 
layout, and show in plan details of boat ramps, harbour control and 
other infrastructure reaui rements that should be considered at a 
preliminary stage. State all assumptions. 

[ 60 ] 

Total for SECTION 2 = 110 marks 
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1. Software Design 

(a) Discuss the five phases of the aoftware development cycle, with specific ref-
erence to the inputs and outputs of each phase. {10) 

(b) Describe the following concepts as they relate to the quality of aoftware de
sign: 

i. Coupling 
· ii. Cohesiveness 

·iii. Parsimony 

iv. Predictability 

v. Scope of elfect and Scope' of control 
I 

. 2. Structured Programming 

(a) Rewrite the following secti01:~ of code to be more explicit and readable: 

parameter (n-=3) 
real a(n,n) 
do 1 i • 1,n 
do 1 j • 1,n · 

1 a(i,j) • (i/j)•(j/i) 

(b) Eliminate the GOTO-statements from the following fragment of code: 

if (x.lt.y).goto 30 
if (y.lt.z) then 

goto 50 
else 

small • z 
goto 70 

end if 
30 if (x.lt.z) then 

goto 60 
else 

small • z 
goto 70 

end if 
50 small • 1 

goto 70 
60 small • x 
70 continue 

1 

{10} 

[20) 

(5) . 



(7) 

(c) Code a lexical function for comparing any two character strings et arid c2 for 
equality. The function LEQ(e1 ,e2) returns the value TRUE if the strings are 
identical, otherwise it returns the value FALSE. Assume the integer function 
LEISTR(e) exists which returns the runtime length of a character string. (8) 

(20] 

3. Human Factors Guidelines 

(a). Discuss how the concept of mwtilevel design can be applied to screen layouts 
and error diagnostics in order to improve the terminal interface for users. (6) 

. . 

(b) Software systems may employ any one of a wide variety of default entry 
strategies for data entry. Desciibe the possible asternnatives, .as well as their 
merits and demerits. I (7) 

' 
( c) Describe some of the guidelin~ for system message design proposed by Ben 

Schneiderman. . (7) 

[20] 

•· Modularity and Information Hiding 
. : 

' 

An interactive finite element preprocessor need to store the information about 
all nodal points in the finite elem~t mesh of a model. Assume the following 
information need to be stored for ekb nodal point: 

I 
node id, X-eoordinate, Y-eo~rdinate 

I 
I 

The node id for each node is a positive integer value and must be unique, but need 
I 

not be in sequence. Thus the first three nodes in a mesh could have identifiers 10, 
21, and 47. The X,Y-coordinates ate real values associated with the node. 

i . 

Also assume that the total number' of nodes is small enough so that they may all 
be stored in a table in memory rath~ than on a disk file. The following operations 
that need to be performed on this table: · 

(a) Store new nodal point values in the table. 
I 

· (b) Modify the coordinates of an existing node. 

( c) Check wheiher a node exist or not. 

(d) Retrieve the coodinates of a given node. 

It is important that the table be organized in such a way to facilitate the fast 
retrieval of coordinates for a given 'node, as this operation need to be performed 
many times over. ' 

Design a module which implements, the conceptual model of the nodal point table 
described above, and its associated operations. Discuss the following aspects of 
this module: 

2 



(a) The data structure for storjng the nodal points in and the way it is organized. 

(b) The algorithms for 1toring and retrieving nodal point coordinates. 

( c) Error conditions that may occur for each operation and_ how they may be 
han~ed. -

( d) The names of the routines thal implement these operations and their respec
tive interfaces (arguments). ; -

I 

I 
(25) 

5. Computer Graphics 

(a) Desai be the components of ~ CRT of a colour video monitor and how an 
image is displayed on it using ;the shadow-masking technique. (8) 

(b) A graphics applications progrb allows the user the facility to zoom in on 
the image currently being dis~layed, by selecting a rectangular 8.rea of inter
est which is then displayed on :the screen instead. Write the segment of code 
which can perform the necessary operations of setting up the required trans
formations, using the GKS package_. Assume the routine GCBPIT (key, xw, yw) 

· is available for selecting any point on the image displayed (in world space) 
by using the cursor keys to move a graphic crosshair on the screen and then 
pressing any alpha key. ' (7) 

i 

( c) An application program needs' to display several polygons, each of which has 
I 

a varying number of points. 4ssume that all the points of the polygons are 
all stored as records in a sequentail file. Each record has the following format: 

' 
Polygon id, Point id, I-coordinate, Y-coordinate 

I 

The polygon id and point id ate integers and the coordinates are real values. 
All the points that define a phrticular polygon are grouped together in the 
file and have the save polygoh id. Write a segment of code that can read 
this file and display each polygon using the GKS package. Ma.ke provision 
for the fact that a polygon uiay have a large number of points defining it, 
which cannot buffered in memory all at the same time. (10) 

(25) 

Total = (110) 

&XAM.'l)')C 
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